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Summary

The 2013 Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) entered into force seven years ago, on 24 December 2014. The treaty is the first legally binding international agreement that aims to establish the highest possible common international standards to regulate the international trade in conventional arms, eradicate their illicit trade and prevent their diversion.

The ATT now has a total of 110 states parties, and a further 31 states have signed but not yet ratified it. Numerous positive developments, much progress and many achievements can be ascribed to the entry into force of the ATT. These include the establishment of minimum standards for the control of international transfers of conventional arms, the establishment of prohibitions against certain transfers and development of criteria for assessing risk for an exporter to take into account prior to authorization of the export of conventional arms. The treaty has also promoted transparency in the arms trade and growing cooperation among a wide range of states—not just exporters but also importing, transit and trans-shipment countries. It has also led to the creation of funding and assistance instruments to support states’ implementation of the treaty. At the same time, there remain areas in which the ATT can be improved or strengthened.

Five main aspects of the treaty are its scope, the application of its prohibitions and risk-assessment criteria, its processes and forums, promotion of its universalization, and support for states’ implementation of the treaty. Based on an extensive data-collection exercise, a survey of states, and a series of interviews with key stakeholders, a range of policy options can be identified in each of these areas.

In relation to the scope of the ATT, a platform could be established to regularly exchange views on the scope of the treaty. A second option would be to increase the harmonization of states’ national control lists. A third set of options would be to explore the possibility of establishing a formal mechanism to review and update the scope of the treaty in future years.

Different views have emerged on what substantive discussions on implementation of the ATT risk-assessment criteria should focus on. The non-governmental organization (NGO) community has advocated for discussion of the most difficult questions on arms transfers to specific destination or on arms transfer decisions more generally. States parties so far have preferred to focus on the regulatory and more formal aspects of treaty implementation. One way to improve the effective implementation of the ATT risk-assessment criteria would be to increase transparency and information sharing. A second option would be to improve the quality of the existing discussion on the topic.

The main challenges and concerns in relation to the processes and forums of the ATT are the need to ensure that all states parties and other stakeholders are able to attend Conferences of States Parties (CSPs), that the broader ATT process has sufficient financial resources, and that the focus of CSPs is able to shift from procedural questions to issues of implementation. Options that can be implemented with limited changes to the current processes and forums include measures aimed at improving the efficiency of current meetings, ensuring more inclusive participation and conducting some ATT work using virtual tools.

Many efforts have already been undertaken to increase the number of ATT states parties. These included the provision of capacity-building assistance to signatory and other non-party states committed to joining the treaty, or outreach activities to raise awareness and sensitize different national actors in countries where the political will to join the treaty is still lacking. Efforts to build on these existing efforts should be aimed at four main goals: supporting capacity-building in signatories and other non-
party states; improving the work of the Working Group on Treaty Universalization; implementing good outreach practices; and adopting a targeted universalization strategy.

Supporting states' implementation of the ATT in an effective way builds confidence among the states parties and helps them in their efforts to establish or strengthen national control systems. Numerous initiatives and positive steps have been taken in this respect; three further sets of policy options could further improve states' implementation of the ATT: ensuring an even better coordination of efforts through the implementation of new and existing tools; stimulating an exchange of relevant information among stakeholders; and embedding lessons learned from the Covid-19 pandemic in future assistance programmes.

Some of the measures proposed might be easier to achieve; others could be more difficult to agree on. Taken together, these measures represent a menu of options for ATT stakeholders—a first, important step to reflect on the achievements of the treaty and propose ideas that can be adopted, discussed and refined for further implementation (or discarded) and for strengthening the treaty in future years.
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1. Introduction

The 2013 Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) is the first legally binding international agreement that aims to establish the highest possible common international standards for regulating the international trade in conventional arms, to eradicate their illicit trade and prevent their diversion. Its creation and content can be situated within the context of broader efforts in the field of arms trade controls and humanitarian arms control. In particular, the ATT brought together four main wider historical processes with different evolutions and aims. The first of these was past international efforts to regulate the global arms trade, such as the 1925 convention agreed under the League of Nations that never entered into force. The second was several key multilateral instruments to control or ban anti-personnel mines (APMs), cluster munitions and small arms and light weapons (SALW) that were conceived around the turn of the century. The third was the legally binding regional instruments to control SALW in the Americas and the subregions of Africa that also developed at this time. The fourth process was the development of regional and multilateral export control instruments such as the European Union (EU) Common Position on arms export controls and the Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies (WA). Straddling these different historical efforts in one treaty resulted in both strengths and weaknesses in the ATT.

Numerous positive developments can be ascribed to the entry into force of the ATT. As a global, legally binding instrument, the treaty establishes minimum standards that states should have in place in order to effectively regulate transfers of conventional arms. It has raised the profile and role that transfer controls can play, it has promoted growing cooperation among countries and it has significantly diminished the scope for unregulated trade in arms while enhancing the potential for identifying and interdicting illegal arms transfers. The scope of the treaty encompasses the export, import, transit, trans-shipment and brokering of eight categories of conventional arms, including SALW. Processes of acceding to the treaty and implementing it at the national level provided several countries with the means and motivation to adopt or improve their national control systems. The treaty links human suffering and arms transfer controls as one of its main purposes and establishes prohibitions against certain transfers and criteria for assessing risk—including the risk that conventional weapons are used to commit or facilitate acts of gender-based violence—for an exporter to take into account prior to authorization of the export of conventional arms. It promotes transparency in the arms trade, requiring states parties to produce an initial report on measures undertaken to implement the treaty and annual reports on exports and imports of conventional arms. The ATT provides a wide range of

---

4 For an overview of the treaty negotiations and an historical overview of similar efforts in the field of arms exports controls see Bromley, M., Cooper, N. and Holtom, P., ‘The UN Arms Trade Treaty: Arms export controls, the human security agenda and the lessons of history’, International Affairs, vol. 88, no. 5 (Sep. 2012).
5 Beijer (note 3).
6 Beijer, P., Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Speaking in a personal capacity, Interview with authors, 10 Dec. 2020.
7 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 13.
Taking Stock of the Arms Trade Treaty

states—not just exporters but also importing, transit and trans-shipment countries—with the opportunity to regularly meet and discuss issues related to transfer controls and arms diversion. The treaty has 110 states parties, a positive rate of universalization seven years after its entry into force. Furthermore, new funding and assistance instruments such as the Voluntary Trust Fund (VTF) have been created to support states’ implementation of the treaty.

At the same time, there are several areas in which the ATT can be improved or strengthened. Despite developments in the field of conventional arms, the scope of the treaty was tied to an instrument that emerged from the cold war—the United Nations Register of Conventional Arms (UNROCA). Several non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have cast doubt on the effective implementation by states parties of the prohibitions and risk-assessment criteria under articles 6 and 7 of the treaty and on the actual impact of the treaty in preventing exported or transferred weapons from causing human suffering. Likewise, there has been a decline in reporting levels among states parties in recent years, coupled with an increase in the submission of confidential reports. It is also not clear whether the amount of work and time devoted to meetings in the annual ATT cycle are commensurate with the needs and resources of the parties, and the financial health of the treaty remains in doubt, with many states failing to pay their assessed contributions. Furthermore, the rate of treaty universalization is uneven: there is an unbalanced geographical representation in ATT participation; and top exporters of conventional arms (e.g. the United States and the Russian Federation) and major importers (e.g. Saudi Arabia, India and Egypt) have not joined the treaty. Similarly, there is a clear need to ensure that ATT-focused assistance efforts and those provided through other mechanisms are coordinated with each other and effectively implemented.

December 2020 marked the sixth anniversary of the entry into force of the treaty. From that date, states parties are able to propose, in accordance with Article 20, amendments to the treaty’s text for discussion and potential adoption by the ATT Conference of States Parties (CSP). While amending the treaty could be a difficult process—and no amendment to the treaty has been formally proposed to date—the passing of the six-year threshold represents an opportunity to take stock of the ATT and to consider steps that could be taken to strengthen and improve the treaty, its current mechanisms and its practices.

This policy paper takes stock of the current status of the ATT, focusing on five major aspects of the treaty: the scope of the ATT, the application of its prohibitions and risk-assessment criteria, its processes and forums, promotion of its universalization, and support for states’ implementation of the treaty. These have been subject of discussion and debate in CSPs and related preparatory meetings and have been analysed in the work of various ATT working groups. Chapters 2–6 of this paper focus on each of these five topics in turn, presenting the obligations and mechanisms put in place by
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10 See Wezeman, P. D., Kuimova, A. and Wezeman, S. T., ‘Trends in international arms transfers, 2020’, SIPRI Fact Sheet, Mar. 2021. The importers and exporters are listed in order of volume of imports or exports. See also Beijer (note 3). The United States has signed the treaty but no longer intends to become a state party. Russia, Saudi Arabia, India and Egypt have never signed, approved or accepted it.
11 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 20.
12 In parallel, the Stimson Center is conducting a review of the implementation of the transparency and reporting obligations of the ATT, another major aspect of the treaty that is not covered by this paper. See Stimson Center and Arms Trade Treaty Baseline Assessment Project, ‘Private ATT reporting’, Fact sheet, Aug. 2021; and Stimson Center and Arms Trade Treaty Baseline Assessment Project, ‘ATT reporting challenges’, Fact sheet, Aug. 2021.
the treaty and how the debates around the implementation of each of these aspects of the treaty has evolved since its entry into force. Each chapter first describes the problematic aspects and limitations of the respective topic, highlighting issues that were either already apparent during the negotiation of the treaty or that became apparent after its adoption. The chapters then describe steps taken and proposals made to overcome these problems, presenting mechanisms put in place by the CSPs, proposals made by states and NGOs, and additional ideas that arose from the project’s survey and interviews (on which, see below). Each chapter closes by providing a series of policy options to strengthen the treaty. The aim of these measures is to generate fresh ideas and to offer some concrete and feasible solutions for states, NGOs and other ATT stakeholders to draw upon as the ATT community discusses how the treaty can be improved and successfully implemented. They are presented as a menu of options for ATT stakeholders to consider as they further strengthen the treaty in the future. They are drawn together in the concluding chapter, chapter 7.

The paper is based on activities conducted in the framework of the project ‘The first six years—Taking stock of the ATT’. These include an extensive data-collection exercise, which comprised a literature review of around 275 sources, documents and guidance material produced by the ATT’s working groups, initial reports by ATT parties, as well as relevant policy and research reports published by NGOs, academics and other key stakeholders.

A survey of states to collect their views on key aspects of the ATT and their level of support for different measures that could be taken to strengthen the treaty was also conducted in collaboration with the Stimson Center. The survey was addressed to the 110 states parties, 31 signatory states and 18 key non-party states. A total of 35 states (34 states parties and 1 non-party state) responded to the survey. The vast majority of respondents were European states. States parties in the Americas and Africa and one non-party state from Oceania also participated in the survey. The results of the survey are thus not representative of the views of all states parties and miss inputs from countries that could be struggling with ATT implementation. Nonetheless, the survey highlighted possible areas of improvement and ideas and suggestions on ways to further strengthen the treaty.

Interviews were also conducted with 22 key stakeholders, including experts on the ATT, former CSP presidents, former chairs of ATT working groups, national officials, officials of international organizations, officials of national agencies implementing assistance programmes, NGO researchers and representatives of the private sector. By targeting a wide and varied range of stakeholders, the interviews explored issues emerged from the survey and provided additional views, ideas and possible measures that could be adopted to strengthen the ATT.

Six experts on the ATT also authored a series of five preliminary papers that provided important insights on the content, functioning and implementation of the treaty, and possible recommendations and ideas on how to strengthen it. These papers were instrumental support in the drafting of this policy paper. Finally, preliminary findings of this paper were discussed during three closed virtual webinars involving a total of

---

13 A total of 38 interviewees were contacted. 22 of them were interviewed in the course of the project. Other stakeholders provided informal comments as well as feedback on draft versions of this paper or during the closed webinars (see below).

50 ATT stakeholders from states, international organizations, NGOs and the private sector in September and October 2021.\textsuperscript{15}

By its very nature, this stocktaking exercise focuses on possible problematic aspects of the treaty and provides a menu of options to improve these aspects. This should not detract from the efforts of the ATT stakeholders and the positive steps and developments that the ATT community has achieved since the entry into force of the treaty.

\textsuperscript{15} Other activities conducted in the framework of this project included the presentation of the project’s preliminary findings at side events at ATT working group meetings and CSP7 informal preparatory meetings and at CSP7.
2. Scope

The scope of the Arms Trade Treaty refers to the items and activities that the treaty requires states parties to regulate through their national control systems. Article 2 of the ATT specifies the range of conventional arms and types of activity that states are required to regulate. Article 2(1) lists eight categories of conventional arms to which the treaty applies: (a) battle tanks; (b) armoured combat vehicles; (c) large-calibre artillery systems; (d) combat aircraft; (e) attack helicopters; (f) warships; (g) missiles and missile launchers; and (h) small arms and light weapons. Article 2(2) defines ‘transfer’ in the context of the international trade as comprising ‘export, import, transit, trans-shipment and brokering’, and Article 2(3) provides an extra specification on arms moved internationally under a state party’s ownership. Articles 3 and 4 cover ‘ammunition/munitions’ and ‘parts and components’.

Problematic aspects and limitations

The conventional arms covered by the ATT

The definitions of categories a–g are tied to the categories used by UNROCA at a specific point in time—24 December 2014, when the ATT entered into force. By linking the seven categories of major conventional arms covered by the ATT to those of UNROCA, the negotiators provided a minimum scope for the treaty. At the same time, Article 5(3) encourages state parties ‘to apply the provisions’ of the ATT ‘to the broadest range of conventional arms’. For the eighth category, SALW, Article 5(3) specifies that ‘national definitions shall not cover less than the descriptions used in relevant United Nations instruments at the time of entry into force’ of the ATT. It has been inferred that the definitions provided by the 2001 UN Firearms Protocol and the 2005 International Tracing Instrument are to be used.

The ATT does not provide any guidance or reference for the definitions of ‘ammunition/munitions’ or ‘parts and components’. However, the UN’s voluntary International Ammunition Technical Guidelines (IATG), the first edition of which was available during the treaty negotiations, provide definitions of ‘ammunition’, ‘munition’ and ‘munitions’ that could be used by states parties in support of implementation of Article 3. Likewise, some legal commentators have argued that ‘since States Parties potentially have broad discretion in their interpretation of Article 4 [on ‘parts and components’], the exact nature and scope of the provision—and its practical implementation—could usefully be explored by future Conferences of States Parties and subsidiary bodies’.

16 This section draws on description, analysis and recommendations in Holtom (note 14).
17 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), articles 2(2) and 2(3).
18 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 5(3).
19 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 5(3).
21 UN SaferGuard, International Ammunition Technical Guideline: Glossary of Terms, Definitions and Abbreviations, IATG 01.40, 2nd edn (United Nations: New York, 1 Feb. 2015). The definition of ‘ammunition’ can be found in para. 3.8, of ‘munition’ in para. 3.176 and of ‘munitions’ in para. 3.177.
States parties are required by Article 5(2) to ‘establish and maintain a national control system, including a national control list’, in order to implement the provisions of the treaty. Such national control systems regulate ‘the transfer of conventional arms covered under Article 2(1) and of items covered under Article 3 and Article 4’. The coverage of national control lists differs among ATT states parties, and it is not clear to what extent states parties are fulfilling the ATT’s requirements on scope. Twelve of the 64 initial reports by states on their ATT implementation that are publicly available indicate that the state did not have a national control list or lists. Conversely, other states are going beyond the minimum requirements of the treaty by applying its provisions to lists with a broader and more comprehensive scope than the items covered in articles 2(1), 3 and 4—such as the WA Munitions List or the Common Military List of the EU. A total of 38 states parties (35 per cent of the ATT states parties) are EU member states or WA participating states (or both). Other states that are neither EU members nor WA participating states made reference to one of these lists in either their initial report, their response to a survey by the ATT Baseline Assessment Project (ATT-BAP) or in the survey undertaken in the framework of this project. Thus, more than a third of ATT states parties have national control lists aligned with the WA and EU lists.

The overwhelming majority of states that responded to this project’s survey agreed that the treaty is sufficiently clear on the scope of categories of conventional arms as defined in Article 2(1). However, a minority of states raised questions about its overall relevance and the ability of the provisions of the treaty to keep pace with technological developments in the field of conventional arms. UNROCA and other arms controls instruments that are used as a basis for national control systems have mechanisms through which they can be updated to take into account these developments. For instance, the groups of governmental experts (GGEs) appointed every three years by the UN secretary-general to consider UNROCA’s operation and its further development have regular discussions on possible amendments of UNROCA’s scope to reflect technological advancements in the field of conventional arms. Indeed, the UNROCA categories have been amended since the entry into force of the ATT: the heading and description of category IV changed from ‘combat aircraft’ to ‘combat aircraft and unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAV)’. The GGE has also discussed further proposals on the inclusion of uncrewed attack helicopters and on lethal autonomous weapon systems (LAWS). Likewise, the WA Munitions List is reviewed and amended on an annual basis, and these changes are reflected in annual updates of the EU Common Military List.

Article 17(4) of the ATT provides that the CSP shall ‘review the implementation of this Treaty, including developments in the field of conventional arms’. However,

---

23 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 5(2).
24 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 5(5).
25 ATT Secretariat, ‘Initial reports’, 25 Oct. 2021. This refers to the number of states that responded ‘no’ to the question ‘The national control system includes the following: a control list [Article 5(2)]’. Some of these 12 countries have subsequently made efforts to establish national control lists. As of 25 Oct. 2021, 64 of the 84 ATT initial reports submitted by states parties had been made publicly available.
26 The coverage of the WA and EU lists is identical, since the latter is drawn from the former.
27 E.g. the initial reports of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, Iceland, Montenegro, North Macedonia and Serbia refer to the EU or WA lists. ATT Secretariat (note 25). See also Holtom (note 14); and ATT Baseline Assessment Project (ATT-BAP), ‘ATT-BAP survey: Database’, [n.d.].
28 For an overview of the changes to UNROCA and their linkages to the ATT see Holtom (note 14).
30 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 17(4).
no official steps have been taken to date to ensure that developments in the field of conventional arms are reflected in the scope of the treaty. Thus the ATT, unlike the above-mentioned instruments, currently lacks a mechanism through which recent developments in the field of conventional arms can be regularly reviewed and reflected in the scope of the treaty.

The importance of reviewing the scope of the ATT is confirmed by states’ responses to the project’s survey. Some noted that the conventional arms categories listed in Article 2(1) should be adapted to changes that have been made to UNROCA since the entry into force of the ATT, including the inclusion of UCAVs. Others proposed that the scope of the ATT be extended to match the coverage of the WA and EU lists by including more categories of military items and technologies—a point that was already discussed and dismissed during the treaty’s negotiations—and that more clarity be provided on whether certain items fall within the current categories. In general, some states parties considered the current ATT categories—or at least the arms covered within these categories—as not being all-encompassing and having become outdated, particularly given current technological developments in the fields of uncrewed vehicles, dual-use technologies and applications of artificial intelligence in weapon systems, including LAWS.

**The transfers covered by the ATT**

The activities of the international trade that are covered by the ATT comprise export, import, transit, trans-shipment and brokering—referred to as ‘transfer’. The treaty does not define these activities. Furthermore, the language of Article 2(2) does not clarify whether the activities that constitute a transfer only include commercial transactions (e.g. sales and leases) or also cover non-commercial transactions (e.g. gifts and loans). Early drafts of the treaty included references to leases, loans, gifts, re-export and ‘production by major producers/exporters’ in the definition of international arms transfers, and also attempted to define international arms transfer as involving ‘the transfer of title or control over the equipment as well as the physical movement of the equipment into or from a national territory’. These suggest that payment or other financial transaction is not a condition or prerequisite for a transfer. However, these references were not included in the adopted version of the treaty.

Switzerland and a few other states consider gifts, loans and leases as falling under the scope of the ATT and clarified their view through interpretative declarations submitted alongside their instruments of ratification. Article 2(3) explicitly clarifies that ‘international movement of conventional arms by, or on behalf of, a State Party for its use provided that the conventional arms remain under that State Party’s ownership’ is excluded from the treaty. This excludes from the treaty the movement of conventional arms for overseas peacekeeping operations or other international movements of conventional arms in which the ownership does not change. The presence of this explicit exclusion seems to indicate that, conversely, other types of transaction—including

---

32 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 2(2).
those not involving a financial payment such as gifts and loans—are regarded as ‘transfers’ under Article 2(2).\textsuperscript{37} However, the CSP has never clarified the issue.\textsuperscript{38}

Responses to the project’s survey seem to indicate that the provisions on transfers do not constitute a major problem for states. Almost all state respondents concurred that the scope of the ATT on transfers—as defined in Article 2(2)—is sufficiently clear. Only two states required further clarity on transfers. One survey respondent acknowledged that ‘transfers are not sufficiently defined in the ATT, which can cause misinterpretation’, particularly on whether a change of ownership is required and in the case of leasing weapons. Another noted that technical assistance services should also be included within the scope of the treaty.

**Differences in which ATT provisions apply to which items**

While conventional arms are covered by Article 2(1) of the ATT, ammunition and munitions and parts and components are separately addressed in articles 3 and 4, respectively. This distinction is relevant because some provisions of the treaty refer only to the conventional arms categories in Article 2(1), and do not refer to items covered in articles 3 and 4. In particular, the provisions on import (Article 8), transit or trans-shipment (Article 9), brokering (Article 10), diversion (Article 11), record-keeping (Article 12), reporting (Article 13) and international cooperation (Article 15) explicitly refer, and at a minimum apply, only to conventional arms covered under Article 2(1)—although Article 5(3) encourages application of the provisions of the treaty to the broadest range of conventional arms. Meanwhile, only provisions in articles 5, 6 and 7 refer to ammunition and munitions and parts and components.

The fact that not all provisions of the ATT refer or explicitly apply to ammunition and munitions and parts and components in addition to conventional arms was highlighted by the results of the project’s survey.\textsuperscript{39} One state respondent noted that ‘the full range of obligations applying to the items listed in Article 2(1) should also apply *mutatis mutandis* to the items listed [in articles 3 and 4], that is, also articles 11, 12, 13’. They further added that Article 3 should also cover items such as ‘mines and hand grenades’, which are currently not explicitly covered by Article 3 since they are not ‘fired, launched or delivered by the conventional arms covered under Article 2(1)’.\textsuperscript{40} Other respondents asked for more regulation of the transfer of ammunition and munitions and parts and components.

There is also an apparent discrepancy between the wordings of Article 6 and of articles 8–10. The prohibitions in Article 6 apply to ‘any transfer of conventional arms covered under Article 2 (1) or of items covered under Article 3 or Article 4’.\textsuperscript{41} As transfers ‘comprise export, import, transit, trans-shipment and brokering’, the prohibitions in Article 6 should also apply to import, transit, trans-shipment and brokering of conventional arms covered by Article 2(1), ammunition and munitions covered by Article 3, and parts and components covered by Article 4. However, Article 8 on import, Article 9 on transit or trans-shipment, and Article 10 on brokering only explicitly refer to conventional arms covered by Article 2(1).\textsuperscript{42}

---

\textsuperscript{37} Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 2(2).


\textsuperscript{40} Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 3.

\textsuperscript{41} Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 6.

Provisions of several articles of the ATT thus explicitly refer to or apply to conventional arms listed in Article 2(1) as minimum requirements of the treaty. This implies that any future amendment or modification of the treaty’s scope and of the categories of conventional arms in Article 2(1) will have a knock-on effect, with implications for numerous other articles and provisions. It is thus important to consider new minimum requirements in case amendments to the scope of the treaty are made.

Steps taken and proposals made

Implementation of the ATT’s provisions on scope

Since the entry into force of the treaty, there have already been some efforts within the framework of the ATT to support implementation of its provisions on scope. These efforts have been undertaken within the CSP framework and via international assistance programmes to share information on useful reference points for the development and maintenance of national control lists that cover, at least, all of the items in articles 2(1), 3 and 4, but which also go beyond these minimum requirements.

In the preparations for the fourth CSP (CSP4), the Wassenaar Arrangement gave a presentation on the WA Munitions List and the process for updating and amending it to the sub-working group on Article 5 of the CSP’s Working Group on Effective Treaty Implementation (WGETI). In the same meeting, New Zealand presented a model control list for use by Pacific Island states. This list draws on the WA Munitions List but is more limited in scope. Similarly, during CSP5 the WGETI presented a draft ATT Voluntary Basic Guide to Establishing a National Control System, which also includes a section on national control lists. In addition, the Working Group on Transparency and Reporting (WGTR) has produced a list of questions and answers related to reporting in the ATT annual reports, which also includes guidance on the scope of the annual reporting obligation.

Participants in this project also made some proposals. One survey respondent noted how the WA Munitions List and the EU Common Military List have broader scopes than the ATT. In suggesting that the ATT could incorporate more items within its scope, they proposed that ‘all international arrangements (including UNROCA), adopt a harmonized approach’ in relation to scope. One interviewee highlighted how lists with a broader scope can serve as a model when implementing the provisions of the ATT at the national level and for the inclusion and clarification of different categories of arms within the ATT framework. However, the use of such lists could also cause confusion for states that are more familiar with UNROCA categories than with the lists with a broader scope.

The relevance of the scope of the ATT

Some proposals emerged in the course of the project related to the need to keep the list of arms categories covered by the ATT’s scope up-to-date and in line with developments in the field of conventional arms and changes and updates in other instruments. Reflecting developments in the field of conventional arms in the items covered by the treaty’s scope would be important to ensure the relevance of the scope of the ATT in the future.

46 Drew, M., British Export Control, Interview with authors, 29 Jan. 2021.
Participants in the projects suggested two main possible approaches. As other instruments have mechanisms and processes in place through which they regularly update their scope, the first approach relies on adopting some of the outcomes of these processes within the ATT. In line with this approach, state party representatives, for instance, highlighted the need to regularly update the scope of the ATT to match it at least to the latest changes in the UNROCA list. They also expressed an interest in including UCAVs in the categories of Article 2(1) and expanding the application of a wider range of treaty provisions to ammunition, parts and components. Proposals from survey respondents included addressing developments in armaments and considering ‘some kind of procedure of periodical actualization in the future’.

The second approach, suggested by a few stakeholders, is more ambitious: it would entail reviewing and amending the scope of the treaty within the ATT framework. It would recognize that the ‘ATT is now the standard and this is where the focus should lie in changing things’, instead of adapting the treaty’s scope and practices to processes started and under development in other frameworks (most specifically, UNROCA). UNROCA was established in 1991 and its reporting levels have been gradually declining. Furthermore, the object and purpose of the ATT differ from those of UNROCA; unlike UNROCA, membership of the treaty is not linked to membership of the UN; and the ATT has a legally binding nature that UNROCA lacks. Delinking the scope of the ATT from UNROCA would also entail that states parties will be able to directly discuss and take decisions about the scope of the treaty, rather than relying on inputs and decisions on scope taken by a limited number of experts working in a GGE linked to an instrument external to the treaty. Furthermore, adopting solutions related to the scope of the treaty within the ATT framework, such as for instance adopting in a CSP a standard list with a number of minimum items, may also help support capacity-building efforts.

47 This point is also highlighted by Holtom (note 14).
48 Prins, D., United Nations official, Interview with authors, 19 Mar. 2021. A similar point was also raised by Pollard, G., Representative from private industry and former diplomat, Interview with authors, 23 July 2021; and Vestner, T., Non-governmental expert, Geneva Centre for Security Policy, Interview with authors, 26 Aug. 2021; and in Holtom (note 14).
51 Vestner (note 48).
Policy options

The problematic aspects and limitations highlighted in this chapter have not yet constituted a major obstacle to the universalization and implementation of the ATT. The flexibility of the treaty has allowed states parties to establish and maintain their national control systems in accordance with their different interests, capabilities and weapon systems. The treaty provides a minimum scope and already gives states parties the possibility to cover more than the arms categories listed in UNROCA ‘at the time of entry into force’ of the treaty. Indeed, in line with Article 5(3), several states parties already apply the ATT provisions beyond the treaty’s minimum scope and ‘to the broadest range of conventional arms’. Nonetheless, the following list of measures (summarized in table 2.1) presents a menu of options for state parties to consider for further improving the ATT provisions on scope.

Establish a platform to regularly exchange views on the scope of the treaty

The establishment of a platform where states parties and ATT stakeholders can regularly exchange views on the scope of the treaty could be a good first step in initiating a dialogue on potential problematic aspects related to scope. This platform could be used not only for technical exchanges related to national control systems and national control lists, but also to encourage broader discussions among state parties and ATT stakeholders on other issues related to the scope of the treaty. These could include the relevance of the scope of the treaty and its provisions on transfers, ammunition and munitions, and parts and components.

For instance, states parties and ATT stakeholders could use the platform to improve clarity on the meaning of ‘transfers’ by sharing national understandings and to clarify the provisions on ammunition and munitions and parts and components. They could also issue guidance materials to states parties, including on the consistent implementation of the treaty’s prohibitions and the national regulations on import, transit, trans-shipment and brokering to items covered by the scope of articles 3 and 4.53 In addition, this platform could look at the feasibility of extending all ATT provisions to articles 3 and 4 of the treaty.

Increase harmonization in states’ national control lists

A range of possible measures and responses could be explored to address the lack of harmonization in states’ national control lists. These are based on previous efforts and steps already taken in this direction by states parties in the ATT framework, specifically through initiatives within the WGETI and the WGTR.

As a first measure, the CSP and the WGETI could review the national control lists that states parties have submitted to the ATT Secretariat, in accordance with Article 5(4).54 This review will not necessarily result in a complete harmonization of states parties’ national control lists—the goals, needs, national practices and capacity to control different items might differ among different states parties. Nonetheless, such an exercise could constitute an initial step towards a constant exchange of good practices among states parties. The review would help share national practice guidance, assess compliance with Article 5(3), encourage states parties to develop and maintain national control lists that go beyond the minimum standards set by the ATT, and facilitate a possible exchange and discussion on national definitions of conventional arms categories, SALW, ammunition and munitions, and parts and
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52 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 5(3).
53 Wood (note 42).
54 The recommendation, including the following point on the publication of the lists on the ATT website, is proposed in Holtom (note 14).
components. These exchanges will also give the opportunity to a greater number of technical experts to participate in and provide inputs to the work of the CSP and the WGETI.

As part of this measure, the ATT Secretariat can also consider establishing—and maintaining—a webpage on the ATT website with copies of the national control lists that have been submitted. Article 5(4) encourages states parties ‘to make their control lists publicly available’. A similar practice is already in place in the WA. This measure could help states parties exchange national practices and provide companies engaged in the international arms trade with useful information for compliance purposes. It would also constitute a tangible effort to promote increased transparency.

As a second possible measure, assistance mechanisms such as the ATT Voluntary Trust Fund (VTF) and the EU ATT Outreach Project should keep supporting states parties’ efforts to establish and maintain national control lists. Positive examples of assistance aimed at this goal could be promoted, and lessons learned could be shared with other states parties that might have similar needs and requests.

Establish a mechanism to review and adjust the scope of the treaty

A third set of policy options aims at exploring possibilities to update the scope of the treaty, either by maintaining it in line with other instruments such as UNROCA or through a process of revision initiated within the ATT framework. Some of these possible measures entail the creation of new platforms or mechanisms or the amendment of the current text of the treaty. They might be ambitious and time-consuming and are probably difficult to achieve. Nonetheless, implementing some of these measures to update the scope of the treaty could have a highly positive impact on the ATT in the medium and long terms: with further technological advancements in the field of conventional arms and some states parties using other instruments for their national control systems, the current lack of a mechanism to adjust and review the scope of the treaty could undermine the relevance of the ATT as a transfer control instrument.

Some recommended measures would maintain the scope of the treaty in line with other existing instruments: the platform on scope (see above) could be used to provide regular updates from other multilateral processes. For instance, it could host regular presentations from the WA and from the chairs of the GGEs on UNROCA on their processes and on the ways in which they update the scopes of their respective instrument. The chair of the GGE on Emerging Technologies in the Area of LAWS established in the context of the 1981 Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) Convention could also be invited to give presentations. Similarly, resources and information on new technologies generated in the context of the UN Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects (POA) could also be presented to inform a possible discussion on the ATT’s scope.
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55 Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 5(4).
56 Wassenaar Arrangement, ‘Export control documentation’; and Webinar participant (note 50).
57 See also chapter 6 for more on support for states’ implementation of the ATT.
58 E.g. the VTF in 2019 funded a project aimed at building capacity to establish and maintain Zambia’s national control list. ATT Secretariat, ‘3rd Voluntary Trust Fund cycle (2019): Overview of projects approved for ATT VTF funding’, [2019]; and Small Arms Survey, ‘Building capacity to establish and maintain Zambia’s ATT national control list’, [n.d.].
59 The recommendation is proposed in Holtom (note 14).
Other measures to broaden the scope of the ATT could be taken within the context of the CSP, in line with Article 17(4) and the CSP’s role to review developments in the field of conventional arms. In order to keep the scope of the ATT current and to align it with successive changes made to UNROCA, the CSP could commit ‘on a regular basis to the successive changes made to UNROCA’ and recommend that states parties refer to the latest categories of UNROCA as the minimum standard for items covered by the ATT. Further steps in this direction might be more formal and entail amendments to some articles of the treaty. Possible amendments could include removing the text ‘at the time of entry into force of this Treaty’ from Article 5(3), or periodic amendments of Article 2(1) to align with changes in the UNROCA categories.

These measures have the advantage of relying on mechanisms that are already established in other instruments. However, the memberships and goals of these instruments differ from those of the ATT. Another possible option is thus for the treaty to take control of its own scope, rather than depending on processes established in other instruments—disconnecting the treaty from UNROCA and working internally within the ATT framework to find consensus.

The states parties could thus explore options to review and amend the scope of the treaty on a regular basis within the ATT framework. One possible measure in this direction could be the establishment within the WGETI of an ad hoc sub-working group to prepare a set of criteria or considerations for reviewing the scope of the treaty and to start work on basic definitions of items covered in the treaty. A second measure would require the CSP to consider the preparation of additional protocols on scope or the adoption of a standing mechanism for reviewing and updating the scope of the treaty. The latter mechanism could work by consensus to ensure agreement among states parties on the application of minimum provisions on scope that could evolve over time.
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62 This formulation of the recommendation is derived from a response to the project survey. A similar recommendation is also proposed in Holtom (note 14).
63 This recommendation is proposed in Holtom (note 14).
64 A similar recommendation is also proposed in Holtom (note 14).
65 Webinar participant (note 50).
3. Implementation of prohibitions and the risk-assessment criteria

Articles 6 and 7 of the Arms Trade Treaty outline the treaty’s provisions on prohibitions and risk assessment for arms transfers and arms exports. Article 6 lists a series of circumstances in which transfers of conventional arms or of items covered by the scope of the treaty are prohibited. These include when the transfer would violate an arms embargo established by the United Nations Security Council or when the transferring state party has ‘knowledge at the time of authorization that the arms or items would be used’ to commit any of a series of acts unlawful under international law (e.g. war crimes, crimes against humanity, grave breaches of the 1949 Geneva Conventions). If an export is not prohibited under Article 6, Article 7(1) requires that the state party assesses the potential that the arms would undermine or contribute to peace and security or could be used to commit or facilitate serious violations of international humanitarian law and international human rights law—or an act of terrorism or transnational organized crime. Under Article 7(2), the exporting state party is also required to ‘consider whether there are measures that could be undertaken to mitigate’ these risks. However, as clarified in Article 7(3), if such risks are still ‘overriding’, the state party must deny authorization for the export. In addition, Article 7(4) also provides that the exporting state party ‘shall take into account’ the risk of the exported material being used to commit or facilitate serious acts of gender-based violence or serious acts of violence against women and children, but it does not indicate what states should do if such risks are identified.66

There is widespread acknowledgement among states and NGOs that the ATT’s prohibitions, contained in Article 6, and the risk-assessment obligations, outlined in Article 7, are crucial to fulfilling and operationalizing one of the key objectives of the treaty: to ‘establish the highest possible common international standards’ in the field of arms trade regulations for the purpose, among other things, of ‘reducing human suffering’. Consistent and widespread adherence to the prohibitions and application of the export risk-assessment criteria by states parties could have positive normative effects among ATT states parties and beyond. As one former government official noted, such adherence could turn relevant practices into customary norms from which all states, whether party to the ATT or not, would find difficult deviating.67 Further, as ATT states parties undertake a varied set of activities in the field of arms transfers—encompassing (as described in chapter 2) not only exports but also imports, transit, trans-shipment and brokering—the application of the risk-assessment criteria in these different contexts could support a wider application of these ‘common standards’ beyond exports.

Problematic aspects and limitations

Language ambiguities

The prohibitions and risk-assessment obligations introduced by articles 6 and 7 of the ATT were not developed in a vacuum. As the International Committee of the Red Cross and others have noted, the commitments laid out in Article 6 largely reflect the pre-existing limits and thresholds already set by international law. These include the obligation to respect and ensure respect for international humanitarian law, which also creates the requirement to ensure that the weapons that states transfer will not

66 Beijer (note 3), p. 7; and Casey-Maslen et. al. (note 39).
be used in violation of this body of law.\footnote{International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), ‘Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field. Geneva, 12 August 1949’, Commentary, 2 Mar. 2016.} Moreover, many of the standards embedded in articles 6 and 7 were already reflected in national control systems or in relevant regional, multilateral and international instruments. These latter include legally binding documents, such as the 2006 Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Convention on SALW and the 2008 European Union Common Position on arms export controls, among others.\footnote{Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Convention on Small Arms and Light Weapons, Their Ammunition and Other Related Materials, adopted 14 June 2006, entered into force 1 July 2009; and Council of the European Union, Council Common Position 2008/944/CFSP (note 3).} States have also developed guidelines and best practices in the contexts of the Wassenaar Arrangement, of regional organization—such as the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), the Regional Centre on Small Arms in the Great Lakes Region, Horn of Africa and Bordering States (RECSA), and the Organization of American States (OAS)—and, not least, the United Nations.\footnote{Vestner, T., Prohibitions and Export Assessment: Tracking Implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty, Geneva Paper no. 23/19 (Geneva Centre for Security Policy: Geneva, Mar. 2019), pp. 5–6; International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), ‘ICRC analysis of articles 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the July 2012 draft Arms Trade Treaty’, 12 Mar. 2013, p. 4; and International Committee of the Red Cross, Understanding the Arms Trade Treaty (note 69), pp. 26–27.} Nonetheless, turning the language contained in these instruments into a set of legally binding provisions agreed at the international level proved to be one of the hardest aspects of negotiating the ATT. As a result of the need to reach consensus on these sensitive issues and to build in some flexibility to leave states leeway in treaty implementation, the final text of articles 6 and 7 contains elements that have been interpreted as constituting a series of ambiguities and limitations.

Some of these ambiguities and limitations relate to the definition of the circumstances and conditions under which states must not authorize a transfer or an export. For instance, Article 6(3) of the treaty obliges states parties to not authorize a transfer when the transferring state has ‘knowledge at the time of authorization’ that the transferred items would be used to commit unlawful acts under international law, but it does not provide a definition of what constitutes ‘knowledge’ in this context.\footnote{German Federal Foreign Office, ‘Memorandum of the Federal Government on the Arms Trade Treaty’, 1 Mar. 2014, p. 8.} Identifying the precise violations that would give rise to the prohibition of a transfer was also the subject of intense negotiations, which generated language that is open to different national interpretations.\footnote{German Federal Foreign Office, ‘Memorandum of the Federal Government on the Arms Trade Treaty’, 1 Mar. 2014, p. 8.} In this regard, representatives of NGOs and legal experts have argued that the language on prohibitions should have included references to specific instruments such as the 1977 Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions or the 1998 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC).\footnote{United Nations, Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC).} Mentioning such instruments in the ATT would have been hard to achieve in the context of consensus-based negotiations. However, some states, especially EU member states, pressed hard to at least include the obligation for a state to not authorize transfers that would be used

\footnote{International Committee of the Red Cross, Commentary, 2 Mar. 2016.}
in commission of ‘other war crimes as defined by international agreements to which [the state] is a Party’.  

Many states parties explicitly consider these and other relevant instruments, as clarified in their interpretive declarations made upon ratifying the ATT or through their initial ATT reports.  

In relation to export risk assessments, the possibility given to states to assess whether an arms export might contribute to peace and security was widely viewed as particularly contentious when the ATT was adopted, and remains so today. As noted in the German Federal Foreign Office’s memorandum on the ATT, such language leaves open the possibility of the negative consequences of an export being offset by a favourable assessment of its positive contribution to peace and security.  

No clear definition of ‘peace and security’ is provided in the ATT. Nonetheless, a study analysing the available initial reports of ATT states parties and a selection of parties’ national laws and policies has pointed out that there are parties that explicitly consider the potential positive impact of their arms exports in areas that could be interpreted as connected to peace and security. For example, they take into account whether the arms will be used in peace operations or to fight terrorism.  

Other key terms that are introduced, but not clearly defined, by Article 7 can also be subject to different and conflicting interpretations.  

The obligation to deny an export authorization in the presence of an ‘overriding risk’ was criticized as possibly providing states with too high a degree of discretion in their decision-making processes on arms export control and for not being in line with language in existing instruments. For example, the EU Common Position requires member states to deny an export if there is a ‘clear risk’ that the exported material might be used in the commission of serious violations of international humanitarian law.

Challenges in the implementation of prohibitions and the risk-assessment criteria  

The adjustment of national control systems to integrate obligations under articles 6 and 7 into national laws, policies and practices was immediately identified as a challenge that states parties would have to confront while implementing the ATT. Some aspects of this challenge have emerged in the discussions that have taken place in the context of the WGETI sub-working group on articles 6 and 7—established during CSP4—and in the survey conducted for this project. These refer to difficulties in both interpreting and applying key treaty terms or specific provisions.  

Discussions in the sub-working group have highlighted the different baselines from which states parties have approached the implementation of articles 6 and 7. Specifically, states parties—especially larger arms exporters—that already had a national control system in place prior to joining the treaty had different practical experiences from states that had to start building their systems from scratch or have little role in the international arms trade. As an example of this, the ATT initial
reports show that at least 16 states parties had national control systems that did not yet fully reflect the obligations of either or both of articles 6 and 7.\textsuperscript{83} At least five of these states stated that they were in the process of making the necessary adjustments to fill this gap.\textsuperscript{84} Six indicated that their national control systems do not include arms export risk assessment-related procedures either because they are neither arms exporters nor manufacturers or because they prohibit arms exports under all circumstances.\textsuperscript{85} Therefore, framing discussions on the effective implementation of the ATT in the context of the WGETI sub-working group on articles 6 and 7 is a difficult task considering the different levels of experience that states have in applying these obligations and the different approaches that they have adopted based on their role in the international arms trade.

The importance—and, in certain cases, difficulty—of accessing the information needed to properly assess the presence of one of the risks outlined in the ATT has been discussed in the sub-working group.\textsuperscript{86} It was also raised by four states in survey responses. Difficulty of accessing relevant information also illustrates why it can be challenging, as noted above, to define what constitutes ‘knowledge’ in the application of Article 6(3). On the requirement to comply with arms embargoes, one of the states responding to the survey noted that it is difficult to assess the potential link of a prospective end user with sanctioned entities based on the limited information on foreign companies and individuals that licensing officers can access. One survey respondent also indicated that the difficulty of gathering useful and official information to assess possible risks particularly affects countries that have a limited number of diplomatic missions abroad and, thus, have a smaller international presence. This comment is directly related to the different challenges that can be experienced by states with less experienced and resourced national control systems. Another survey respondent pointed out that gathering sufficient data is an obstacle to specifically assessing the presence of a risk of the items exported being used to commit or facilitate gender-based violence.\textsuperscript{87} Notably, the assessment of a presence of a risk, specifically, of gender-based violence has been hard for many states parties, regardless of the level of maturity of their national control systems.\textsuperscript{88}

Finally, the sub-working group, in developing its multi-year working plan, has identified the need to conduct further discussions on how states parties have interpreted key concepts of Article 7, such as ‘facilitate’, ‘serious’ and ‘overriding risk’—that is, terms that have raised some interpretative doubts.\textsuperscript{89} These discussions will also address the different measures that states parties have undertaken to mitigate possible risks as provided by Article 7(2). At least 37 states parties have so far indicated in their publicly available initial report or the responses to the ATT-BAP survey that they adopt risk-mitigation measures.\textsuperscript{90} However, the details that they have provided on this specific aspect of implementation of the ATT have revealed a variety of approaches to risk mitigation, ranging from due diligence (e.g. use of end-user certificates, post-shipment
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\textsuperscript{83} These 16 states are those that answered ‘No’ to question 2A of the initial report (on prohibitions) or answered ‘No’ or ‘Not applicable’ to one or all of the sub-questions of section 3A (on exports). See also Stohl and Holtom (note 75), pp. 18, 22–23; Arms Trade Treaty Baseline Assessment Project, ‘National transfer controls’, accessed 7 Nov. 2021; and ATT Secretariat (note 25).

\textsuperscript{84} See e.g. the initial reports of Liberia, Paraguay, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay and Zambia. ATT Secretariat (note 25).

\textsuperscript{85} See e.g. the initial reports of Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Palau, Panama, Samoa and Sierra Leone. ATT Secretariat (note 25); and Stohl and Holtom (note 70), p. 23.


\textsuperscript{87} See also Arms Trade Treaty, ATT/CSP5.WGETI/2019/CHAIR/529/Conf.Rep (note 44), pp. 2, 4.

\textsuperscript{88} Arms Trade Treaty, ATT/CSP5.WGETI/2019/CHAIR/529/Conf.Rep (note 82), paras 11–12.

\textsuperscript{89} Arms Trade Treaty ATT/CSP5.WGETI/2019/CHAIR/529/Conf.Rep (note 44), para. 20. See also Vestner (note 71); and Clapham, A., (note 78)

\textsuperscript{90} ATT Secretariat (note 25); and Arms Trade Treaty Baseline Assessment Project (note 83).
verification and inter-agency consultation) to vaguely defined confidence-building measures.

Lack of substantive discussions and dedicated channels

Since the entry into force of the ATT, meetings of states parties have been dominated by the more technical aspects of treaty implementation, such as compliance with financial and reporting obligations. While there has been widespread acknowledgement of the value of moving beyond these discussions and focusing more on the practical aspects of treaty implementation, there has also been a recurring division between states parties and NGOs about which areas of ‘implementation’ should be prioritized. Specifically, NGOs have repeatedly advocated for more substantive discussions on how states parties have applied prohibitions and risk-assessment obligations in practice, particularly with reference to arms transfers that they consider controversial and worthy of discussion during CSPs. In contrast, states parties have so far focused their work on ‘how national legislative and regulatory instruments should be adjusted in order to allow for effective treaty implementation’.

This reticence on the part of states is to a certain extent understandable since, as noted above, some states parties do not have fully fledged transfer control systems in place or have different levels of experience in the implementation of the prohibition and risk-assessment provisions of the ATT. However, it means that substantive problems related to the implementation of states’ treaty obligations in the field of prohibition and risk assessment have only occasionally emerged in the context of meetings of states parties. For instance, states have delivered statements in CSP meetings in which they have generally noted that often the countries that support implementation of the ATT are also those whose exports fuel armed conflict and violence elsewhere.

Other statements have called on other states parties to abstain from transferring weapons on the basis of articles 6 and 7 of the ATT in the light of the internal situation of the recipient or its international behaviour.

CSP3 provided some more concrete, but still limited, perspectives on development of normative standards and substantive discussions when a group of states from the Americas called on all ATT states parties to abstain from all arms transfers to Venezuela. The EU subsequently imposed an arms embargo on Venezuela, although it is unclear if this decision was affected by discussions at CSP3. The implementation of and compliance with articles 6 and 7 in relation to specific arms transfers have often (if not exclusively) found space in panel discussions that NGOs have organized on the sidelines of preparatory meetings or CSPs and in which states representatives have also sometimes participated. Besides these efforts, the mandate of the WGETI

92 See e.g. Acheson (note 8); Pytlak (note 8); and Jurdi, S., ‘CSP7 agenda’, Statement at CSP7 preparatory meeting, Control Arms, 30 Apr. 2021.
and the areas of work that it has prioritized have left little room to discuss concrete applications of articles 6 and 7 and, consequently, particular (and often controversial) arms exports. Nor have they allowed for the exchange of specific and relevant information, for example, on why certain exports have been denied or allowed or on the implementation of mitigation measures.

This clearly indicates that states parties do not yet see WGETI or CSP meetings in their current format as appropriate forums to address arms transfer decisions, which they view as falling within their exclusive national prerogatives. This applies also to cases when authoritative UN bodies and international NGOs have continued to highlight the role played by the arms transfers of certain ATT states parties in the perpetuation of conflicts and have documented patterns of violations of international humanitarian law—one of the most notable recent examples being the war in Yemen—and have publicly called into question their compliance with the ATT. \(^\text{98}\) Representatives of NGOs have argued that states parties’ failure to promote meaningful discussions on similar cases ultimately risks undermining the credibility and legitimacy of the treaty itself. \(^\text{99}\) However, conducting similar discussions in such a broad, international and public forum as the ATT might be premature for those states parties that are still focusing on building up their transfer control systems, or might, more generally, be particularly sensitive for states from a diplomatic and political point of view. \(^\text{100}\)

Conducting exchanges in a closed format may overcome these limitations and contribute to achieving some form of interstate transparency. However, in the case of the ATT, such settings may still present obstacles. Outside the context of the ATT, some states have discussed these matters in regional or multilateral forums, such as the WA and the EU Working Party on Conventional Arms Exports (COARM). \(^\text{101}\) The functioning of these mechanisms relies heavily on the high level of mutual confidence that has developed among a narrower and less varied group of actors than the 110 ATT states parties. Even in these circumstances, major difficulties persist (e.g. among EU member states) in reaching a common understanding of agreed standards. \(^\text{102}\) Furthermore, even in these closed contexts the levels of engagement and willingness to share vary across countries. \(^\text{103}\) In addition, a particular feature of the discussions and work of these groups is that they are covered by a high level of confidentiality. The ATT has made the promotion of transparency one of its main purposes. Replicating in the context of the ATT the conditions that apply to information sharing in the frameworks of the WA and COARM would thus be problematic (see also chapter 4).

**Steps taken and proposals made**

*Sharing good practices and developing guidance*

There have been initiatives in the context of the ATT intended to increase information sharing on issues related to the implementation of risk assessment or to provide relevant guidance. In the light of states parties’ different experiences and the varying levels of resources available to implement these provisions, the sub-working group on articles 6
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\(^{99}\) Pytlak, ‘Nothing ventured, nothing gained’ (note 93).

\(^{100}\) Beijer (note 3), pp. 17–18.


\(^{103}\) Webinar participant (note 50).
and 7 recognized the importance of sharing relevant national practices and the need to develop more guidance and identify useful sources.\(^{104}\) In the context of these meetings, several states parties (e.g. Bulgaria, Jamaica, Japan, Serbia and Sweden) elaborated on their own control systems or their procedures in implementing specific provisions.\(^{105}\) The sub-working group has also produced a guidance document on implementing Article 6(1) and a list of possible sources of relevance for risk assessment under articles 6 and 7.\(^{106}\) Drafting a voluntary guide to implementing articles 6 and 7 is also part of its multi-year work programme for 2020–23.\(^{107}\)

These efforts are complemented by the work of international and regional organizations, NGOs, and other stakeholders that are active in providing relevant assistance and producing guidance documents.\(^{108}\) For instance, NGOs have been particularly responsive to the need to produce more guidance on the implementation of risk-assessment criteria related to gender-based violence and have also provided relevant training to licensing officers.\(^{109}\) Organizations involved in the development of guidance material have also been given the opportunity to present their work during meetings of the sub-working group or at side events.\(^{110}\)

‘Unpacking’ key treaty concepts

In order to stimulate an exchange of national practices and discussion on the interpretation of key terms, in 2020 the sub-working group on articles 6 and 7 launched an
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\(^{105}\) ATT Secretariat, ‘Working Group on Effective Treaty Implementation (WGETI)’, [n.d.]


\(^{109}\) See e.g. SIPRI Mapping ATT-Relevant Cooperation and Assistance Activities database, ‘Control Arms Central and Eastern European regional training on the gender-based violence (GBV) criteria in the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT)’, 14–16 May 2019; and Gerome, R., Preventing Gender-based Violence through Arms Control: Tools and Guidelines to Implement the Arms Trade Treaty and UN Programme of Action (Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom: Geneva, Apr. 2016).

\(^{110}\) Beijer (note 3), p. 16; Control Arms, ‘How to use the Arms Trade Treaty to address gender-based violence: A practical guide for risk assessment’, Presentation to the WGETI meeting during the CSP5 preparatory process, 2019; and International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), ‘GBV and IHL’, Presentation to the WGETI meeting during the CSP5 preparatory process, 2019.
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**Table 3.1. Policy options on implementation of prohibitions and the risk-assessment criteria of the Arms Trade Treaty**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Increase transparency and information sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1. States parties could be more transparent on aspects of the implementation of articles 6 and 7 that could be discussed in a public setting (e.g. aspects on which they already share information publicly; issues that emerge from their statements; issues that they are willing to discuss at side events)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. States parties could raise issues related to arms transfers to a destination of concern (e.g. a country in conflict) by calling extraordinary meetings under Article 17(5) or in their statements in regular ATT meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Improve the quality of existing discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1. States parties should involve professional and technical experts on transfer controls in ATT-relevant meetings, including in the meetings of the Working Group on Effective Treaty Implementation (WGETI) sub-working group on articles 6 and 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2. The WGETI sub-working group on articles 6 and 7 could promote exchanges on states’ general practices and policies covering non-controversial aspects of articles 6 and 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3. The WGETI sub-working group on articles 6 and 7 should complement its ‘unpacking’ exercise with exchanges on the practical applications of these provisions (e.g. case studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4. The WGETI sub-working group on articles 6 and 7 should make sure that drafting the voluntary guide to implementing articles 6 and 7 builds on existing work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5. The WGETI sub-working group on articles 6 and 7 could discuss the implementation of other aspects of these provisions that have received less attention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
‘unpacking’ exercise, inviting states parties to submit their views on key concepts such as ‘facilitate’, ‘serious violations’ of international humanitarian law or international human rights law, and mitigation measures, among others.\textsuperscript{111} However, this has prompted scepticism and raised concerns among some states parties and also representatives of NGOs.\textsuperscript{112} For instance, the United Kingdom and France, stressing that the implementation of the ATT is a national prerogative, cautioned against setting “prescriptive” definitions that would go beyond the text of the ATT.\textsuperscript{113} Similarly, Japan noted that providing a written interpretation of these key concepts could have ‘serious legal implications’ and ‘should not be perceived as establishing new norms’.\textsuperscript{114} Other stakeholders have raised concerns over the possibility that this exercise may undermine existing legal protections. For instance, Costa Rica noted that it is unnecessary to clarify basic notions that are already enshrined in international humanitarian law.\textsuperscript{115} Representatives of NGOs made similar observations and also argued that the exercise launched by the sub-working group, including the drafting of the voluntary guide to implementing articles 6 and 7, should rather build on efforts already undertaken by lawyers and legal scholars to clarify relevant language.\textsuperscript{116} These reactions to the ‘unpacking’ exercise have therefore shown that perhaps dwelling on legal terms—at least when this means re-opening interpretation of concepts that have already been clarified by legal experts—may not be the best way to achieve the goal of promoting a uniform interpretation and implementation of the treaty.\textsuperscript{117} However, both states parties and NGOs have welcomed the inclusion of mitigation measures in discussions on key treaty terms. In particular, NGOs have encouraged the exchanging of information on concrete cases where mitigation measures have not proved particularly effective.\textsuperscript{118}

\section*{Policy options}

The following policy options (summarized in table 3.1) address the problematic aspects and limitations related to the implementation of prohibitions and the risk-assessment criteria of the ATT. Some complement relevant steps or proposals already made.

\textit{Increase transparency and information sharing}

As outlined above, discussing the substantial implementation of provisions related to prohibitions and risk assessment in the context of the ATT is difficult. Nonetheless, in addition to the initiatives that states parties have already taken, some more steps could be made to increase information sharing and transparency in this particular area of the ATT’s implementation.\textsuperscript{119}
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As a first step in this direction, states parties could focus both on finding aspects of the implementation of articles 6 and 7 that are already being discussed in a public setting while also seeking to be more ambitious in the sharing of information on arms transfer decisions. Many states continue to withhold information on arms export decisions from the public on the basis of commercial confidentiality or security concerns. However, there are also states, including ATT states parties, that have become more open in this regard. For example, some states already publicly share information about the number of denials of transfer licences, their intended recipients, the equipment involved and, sometimes, the grounds for refusal. Others, as mentioned above, have actively participated in discussions on specific arms transfers in events organized by NGOs on the sidelines of ATT meetings. While delivering their statements during CSPs, some states parties and signatory states have also been vocal and open about the humanitarian and security impact in their own country or region of poorly regulated or illicitly transferred weapons. Over time, sharing such experiences from both suppliers and recipients of arms in ATT forums could therefore contribute to normalizing such exchanges and reducing the level of perceived sensitivity around them. As arms transfer decisions are often subject to national scrutiny in several ATT states parties that are arms exporters, these states should be ready to argue in favour of the legitimacy of their decisions in public forums such as those provided by the ATT. The relevant expertise of NGOs could also contribute to such exchanges. There is significant knowledge within NGOs on these issues, as demonstrated by the inclusion of their publications in the list of references issued by the WGETI’s sub-working group on articles 6 and 7.

As a second step, states parties could raise concerns on arms transfers to a certain destination in ATT forums. The call to halt transfers to Venezuela during CSP3 shows how the ATT could provide a platform for groups of states to call on all states parties to take action where there is no prospect of the UN Security Council addressing the matter. States parties could address this and other similar discussions in two ways. They could consider triggering Article 17(5), which allows for the calling of extraordinary meetings of the CSP. One of the stakeholders interviewed for this study argued that the rationale behind this provision was to allow states parties to discuss halting transfers to specific regions and in specific contexts (e.g. the outbreak or escalation of a conflict). Alternatively, states parties and signatory states could use their statements in the regular ATT meetings to raise this type of concern, which may be more feasible.

**Improve the quality of existing discussions**

Several measures could be taken to enhance the functioning and impact of existing relevant discussions on prohibitions and risk assessments in ATT forums, including the WGETI’s sub-working group on articles 6 and 7, among others.
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For instance, states parties should encourage the participation of national transfer control professionals and technical experts in the meetings of this group (alongside diplomats with humanitarian and human rights expertise). This could be arranged in a remote format, which has become more familiar and acceptable due to the Covid-19 pandemic.\footnote{126}{Beijer (note 3), p. 19. On broader participation of national transfer controls professionals in ATT-related work see also chapters 2 and 4 in this volume.}

Other options are aimed at making the ‘unpacking’ exercise initiated within the sub-working group on articles 6 and 7 more effective. In order to do so, states parties should promote exchanges based on empirical and concrete cases, on national approaches or on the practical applications of these provisions—for example, through the presentation of case studies.\footnote{127}{Ebbs (note 117); and Macdonald, A., Former director of Control Arms, Interview with authors, 24 Feb. 2021.}

Side events and NGO-organized activities could help build trust and confidence between states in this area. It may be inevitable that states’ exchanges on arms export decisions on the most sensitive concrete cases will, at some point, be kept confidential, and so working group meetings can occur in a closed format in such circumstances (see chapter 4). Nonetheless, states parties should still use the forum provided by the sub-working group on articles 6 and 7 to allow uncontroversial issues to be discussed in public. These may include matters related to policy and general practice such as, for instance, the information on which states base their risk assessments and the approach they take if not enough reliable information is available; whether their assessment varies based on the items exported; how the process of cancelling or suspending a licence works; and how the impact of mitigation measures is assessed.

It is also crucial that states build on and make use of available guidance. More time could thus be allowed for the presentation of this material in ATT meetings and not just side events. The WGETI sub-working group on articles 6 and 7 should make sure that drafting the voluntary guide to implementing articles 6 and 7 builds on this and other existing work.\footnote{128}{Beijer (note 3), p. 16.}

Finally, much of the attention on articles 6 and 7 has, legitimately, been devoted to the application of the risk-assessment criteria to prevent arms transfers that could be used to commit violations of human rights or international humanitarian law. However, it is also important that the discussions of states parties within the WGETI sub-working group on articles 6 and 7 address the implementation of other aspects of these provisions that have received less attention. These include those referring to the risk that arms exports could be used to commit or facilitate an act of terrorism or transnational organized crime.\footnote{129}{Rafferty, J., Kirkham, E. and Isbister, R., Arms Exports, Terror and Crime: Reducing Risk under the Arms Trade Treaty, ATT Expert Group Briefing no. 7 (Saferworld: London, Apr. 2021).}
The Conference of States Parties is the main body governing the Arms Trade Treaty. Under Article 17, the CSP has many prerogatives: it must review the implementation of the treaty, including developments in the field of conventional arms; consider and adopt recommendations regarding the implementation and operation of the treaty, in particular the promotion of its universality; consider amendments; and consider issues arising from the interpretation of the treaty. It must also consider and decide the tasks and budget of the ATT Secretariat, established under Article 18 to assist states parties in the effective implementation of the treaty and facilitate the work of the CSP.

The CSP has established several subsidiary bodies. Three are largely administrative: the bureau, comprising the CSP president and the four regional vice-presidents; the management committee, which provides oversight on financial matters; and the VTF selection committee, which allocates funds to requesting states parties that require international assistance to implement the ATT. Three working groups have also been established, reflecting areas of work that the states parties prioritize: the Working Group on Transparency and Reporting, the Working Group on Treaty Universalization (WGTU) and the Working Group on Effective Treaty Implementation. The WGETI is further subdivided into three sub-working groups that focus on specific provisions of the treaty: articles 6 and 7, Article 9, and Article 11 (a fourth sub-working group, on Article 5, was discontinued after CSP5). In 2020, CSP6 created a new subsidiary body: the Diversion Information Exchange Forum (DIEF), a unique body that allows informal voluntary exchanges between states parties and signatory states on concrete cases of detected or suspected diversion and for sharing concrete, operational information related to diversion.

The CSP has met annually since 2015 for five days around the end of August. Its default location is Geneva, the seat of the secretariat, but it can meet elsewhere: CSP1 was held in Cancun, Mexico, and CSP4 in Tokyo. Participants in the CSPs are the states parties and signatory states, although the latter have no voting rights. Non-party states, intergovernmental organizations and NGOs are also allowed to attend the CSPs as observers. Each CSP is prepared during the intersessional period by two sets of informal preparatory meetings, lasting four days, when working groups also meet.

The costs of organization of the CSPs and the core tasks of the secretariat are supported by assessed contributions of states parties and the attendance fees of attending signatory and observer states.
Problematic aspects and limitations

The current arrangement of ATT meetings comprises the annual CSP, lasting five days, and two sets of preparatory meetings, lasting about four days each. Provision is also made for extraordinary intersessional meetings. This differs from the practices of other arms control instruments. The ATT architecture does not currently include review conferences or expert meetings, while it accommodates longer intersessional meetings than other regimes. The ATT is a distinct international instrument entitled to its own pattern, yet it is worth asking whether the format for meetings is appropriate and efficient in helping and enabling states parties to implement the treaty. It is also important to assess whether this pattern is inclusive enough to allow for the participation of all stakeholders and whether it is financially sustainable.

Meeting efficiency

Previous reflections from states parties and findings from this project seem to indicate that the time allocated to meetings in the ATT framework is sufficient. Costa Rica and Mexico reflected this in a working paper in which they suggested maintaining the ‘pace and cadence’ of the work in the intersessional period. Similarly, all but one state respondent to the project survey agreed that the length, format and timing of ATT meetings are appropriate for their purpose. The exception wanted more meetings. The intersessional meetings have been notably praised. Likewise, the working group format has been seen as helpful for allowing ‘more concrete work . . . than would likely have been possible through a single annual meeting’. In addition, one stakeholder argued that intersessional work alleviates pressure on the CSP and builds community and relationships.

While most stakeholders seem to agree that the time allocated is appropriate, the content of meetings and their efficiency is, conversely, questioned. Balancing procedure and substance has indeed been a long-running theme in ATT discussions, and this is also reflected in the findings of this project. One survey respondent noted the problem of a ‘diplomatic process that seems to be somewhat disconnected from national transfer control work’ and another noted the participation of ‘Geneva representatives’ who ‘tend to speak of procedural or political matters’. Likewise, some stakeholders interviewed in the course of the project regretted the amount of meeting time spent on bureaucratic matters at the expense of substantive issues.

One factor limiting meeting efficiency might be the role of participants who attend them. ATT meetings are usually attended by states’ representatives in Geneva, who often lack expertise on or are not involved in daily decisions related to transfers control. As one stakeholder noted, discussions are most effective when national experts make presentations on their concrete work to implement the treaty. A survey respondent reflected this view and called for more case studies and interactive discussions in meetings.
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Another factor potentially limiting meeting efficiency is their public nature. The issue has been discussed in some CSPs and, according to one stakeholder, the public nature of the meetings can at times make it difficult to share information or to reach agreement on sensitive decisions. The CSPs and working groups are public by default but can be closed on an exceptional basis, through a state party request agreed on by the CSP.

Inclusivity

The majority of survey respondents agreed that the ATT meetings ensure proper representation of states as well as proper participation of experts, stakeholders and civil society representatives from different regions of the world. However, participation is usually higher in the CSPs than in intersessional meetings. For example, 25 per cent of states parties that attended CSP3 did not attend earlier intersessional working groups meetings; the equivalent figures for African (41 per cent) and Asian (33 per cent) states parties are higher. The size of delegations also varies: at CSP5, the average delegation of the 86 states parties in attendance comprised 4 delegates, but 11 parties had more than 7 delegates while 21 had fewer than 3. Moreover, attendance does not always equate to active participation: at CSP5, for example, 57 of the 86 states in attendance delivered statements during discussions.

Restrictions related to the Covid-19 pandemic had an impact on the organization of CSP6 and CSP7. CSP6 was held through a silence procedure—proposals were submitted to states parties and considered to be accepted by all if there was no objection. Although side events were held online, no formal meetings took place during the CSP week and stakeholders participated through written interventions. This organization had some faults: it lacked interactivity, NGO participation was limited and some decisions were rejected because of the silence procedure, which did not permit exchanges between states parties during meetings. During the CSP7 cycle, a single set of preparatory meetings was held in April 2021, and informal consultations were held in June 2021, both in online format, while CSP7 itself was held in a hybrid format combining virtual and in-person meetings. Many stakeholders have made it clear that virtual meetings can never fully replace in-person meetings and the diplomatic work undertaken through informal talks and personal contacts. Digital access and a secure Internet connection can also be difficult for some delegations to obtain, which can impede their participation.

---
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The financial situation

The ATT has faced a concerning financial situation since CSP3 caused by partially or delayed payment of assessed contributions. In 2018 the management committee reported that the ATT was building a budget deficit of about 15 per cent per annum. If this trend were to continue, it could result in a reduction in the length of each CSP, in the number of preparatory meetings, or in the number of subsidiary bodies and their scale of effort. Those are not idle threats: in other instruments, unpaid assessed contributions have led to cases where the length of meetings had to be reduced and document translation and in-session interpretation cut back. Likewise, the feasibility of any potential change in the ATT processes and forums will depend on the payment of assessed contributions.

Steps taken and proposals made

Improved meeting efficiency

From CSP3 onwards, the successive CSP presidents have proposed a theme to guide discussions during their CSP cycle. This practice has been praised as it allows a certain topic to gain attention and sheds light on issues that otherwise might not have been discussed in the working groups. Furthermore, it enables expert inputs, specific training and the production of ‘concrete deliverables for the integral implementation of the Treaty’. For example, CSPs have adopted recommendations made in the president’s working papers, which often encourage states parties to implement specific practices related to gender-based violence, diversion or stockpile management.

Costa Rica and Mexico have suggested a better distribution of meetings throughout the calendar year, which would allow for ‘a deeper analysis of the documents and proposals, further sharing of views among the different actors at the national, sub-regional, and regional levels, and with other delegations’. They also proposed that more work be advanced at regional level through ‘the development of informal consultations among sub-regional and regional groups, with the support of the vice-presidencies’. A similar approach is encouraged by the ATT Regional Actor Project of Control Arms, a coalition of NGOs; this project ‘aims to explore pathways for regional organizations to further encourage ATT accession and to take a leading role in its effective implementation’.

---
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Proposals on closed meetings have been debated since CSP2, when the United Kingdom proposed the establishment of a working group on implementation that could be closed if necessary. This proposal was dismissed during consultations.\textsuperscript{161} This issue was again raised at CSP3, when New Zealand inconclusively proposed an amendment to the WGETI’s terms of reference whereby states requesting a closed meeting would be required to provide a justification.\textsuperscript{162} The president of CSP4 held informal consultations on the procedure for holding closed meetings of the working groups. Participants generally shared the view that the current terms of reference of the working groups formed a good basis, including the option of closing meetings on exceptional bases, but this should not be abused.\textsuperscript{163} Participants in this project also highlighted how NGOs have been instrumental in the negotiation and implementation of the treaty, notably in providing expertise that some delegations might lack, and should therefore continue to be involved in meetings.\textsuperscript{164}

The establishment of the DIEF creates a precedent for sharing sensitive information among ATT states parties in a closed format. Unlike the working groups, DIEF meetings are only open to states parties and signatories (although non-state experts can be invited and participate under a confidentiality obligation).\textsuperscript{165} Its establishment attracted criticism from NGOs because of its confidential nature. The disruption caused by the Covid-19 pandemic has meant that the DIEF has not yet been able to convene.\textsuperscript{166} At CSP7 states decided that ‘the usefulness’ of this body ‘will be reviewed at the first CSP following two cycles of DIEF meetings’.\textsuperscript{167} The work of the DIEF in the next years could thus provide some indication on whether a balance can be found between efficiency and inclusiveness. It could indicate whether the public nature of ATT meetings constitutes an actual hindrance to efficiency and the discussion of particularly sensitive issues related to the treaty’s implementation. At the time of writing, it remains unclear whether this experiment will be successful and what the criteria will be for assessing its results. As such, the usefulness and effectiveness of conducting meetings in a closed format in terms of building confidence and sharing meaningful information and whether such a model could provide some lessons to apply in relation to other aspects of the treaty is yet to be seen.

The participation of technical experts has also been discussed. The British proposal on working groups foresaw the participation of national technical experts alongside invited industry experts.\textsuperscript{168} The DIEF’s terms of reference strongly recommend that enforcement officers attend its meetings.\textsuperscript{169} Participants in this project were in agreement on the need for more technical input: three state respondents supported the idea of increasing the involvement and participation of ‘experts involved in the licensing process’, ‘arms export practitioners with hands-on experience in the field of export control’ or ‘capital experts’ in some working groups. Other stakeholders added that
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the work done by diplomats also needs to be complemented by the input of technical experts.\textsuperscript{170}

\textit{Inclusive representation}

The sponsorship programme, financed through voluntary contributions, has been designed to ‘maximize the scale and diversity of participation of experts from States to ensure representative and participatory discourse and decision-making’.\textsuperscript{171} States listed as recipients of official development assistance (ODA) can apply for travel and accommodation for one delegate.\textsuperscript{172} Between 2014 and 2018, 497 delegates (including state delegates and NGO representatives) were sponsored.\textsuperscript{173} CSP5 also called on states to strive for gender balance in their delegations and recommended that the sponsorship programme consider gender balance as one of its selection criteria.\textsuperscript{174} More delegates are sponsored to attend CSPs than intersessional meetings, but that might be because more states parties request sponsorship for attending CSPs.\textsuperscript{175} The eligibility criteria mean that not all applicants receive sponsorship, and total voluntary contributions have often exceeded the amount disbursed, particularly during the CSP6 and CSP7 cycles when some meetings were cancelled or held online.\textsuperscript{176}

To increase the participation of states from the Global South in ATT meetings, Sweden and Control Arms suggested in 2017 that meetings be held outside Geneva.\textsuperscript{177} One stakeholder also suggested holding a CSP in a country particularly negatively affected by diversion and poorly regulated arms transfers, in order to encourage more understanding of the issues at stake there.\textsuperscript{178} Notably, this was one reason advanced during CSP1 for locating the ATT Secretariat in Trinidad and Tobago.\textsuperscript{179}

\textit{Solutions to the financial situation}

CSP5 adopted some measures recommended by the management committee to address financial problems: closing the accounts at a later stage; exceptionally rolling-over the total credits that are due to states that paid their contributions; and establishing a reserve fund sourced from voluntary contributions.\textsuperscript{180} The management committee also considered, but did not recommend, other measures that have been adopted in the frameworks of the 1997 APM Convention, the 1981 CCW Convention and the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention (BWC): no longer invoicing signatory and observer states for attendance in preceding years; limiting the expenditure for a financial year to an amount based on the average collection rate of the preceding three years; invoicing
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States parties also discussed the issue of sanctions in cases where states fail to pay their assessed contributions. According to Financial Rule 8(1)(d), ‘Any State Party whose contributions are in arrears for two or more years that has not entered into arrangements with the Secretariat in relation to the discharge of its financial obligations shall have its voting rights suspended, not be eligible to nominate a representative as an office-holder, nor become a member of any committee or subsidiary body of the CSP.’

There was a debate at CSP5 over whether states parties in arrears should be able to access the sponsorship programme and VTF assistance. Some states parties noted that this would further impede ATT implementation and universalization, as without those programmes it would be harder for those states to implement provisions of the treaty and for stakeholders in non-party states to argue for more support for the treaty.

At CSP7, states parties adopted a process for making financial arrangements contemplated in Financial Rule 8(1)(d) on the basis of a document prepared by the management committee.

Policy options

ATT stakeholders and states parties can consider the following policy options (summarized in table 4.1) related to the processes and forums of the ATT. Given the financial situation of the treaty, these options build on existing and established ATT processes and forums rather than suggesting radical changes to the current structure.

Table 4.1. Policy options on processes and forums of the Arms Trade Treaty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Improve meeting efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1. The Working Group on Effective Treaty Implementation (WGETI) sub-working groups should increase the participation of technical experts in their meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. ATT stakeholders could consider having a more regular exchange by scheduling intersessional meetings earlier in the Conference of States Parties (CSP) cycle or through regional consultations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3. States parties and ATT stakeholders should develop follow-up mechanisms and activities to ensure implementation of recommendations made under thematic discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ensure inclusive participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1. States parties could expand the scope and funding of the sponsorship programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2. The CSP could consider holding its annual meeting outside Geneva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3. The CSP should adopt an annual meeting plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Use virtual tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1. States parties and ATT stakeholders could consider holding some meetings in hybrid or virtual format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2. States parties could have consultations on how to improve the use of the internal messaging system and establish a messaging system for the WGETI sub-working groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Improve meeting efficiency**

One way to increase the efficiency of meetings would be to find ways to enable more national technical experts to attend meetings, notably of the WGETI sub-working groups. Some arms control instruments can be viewed as good examples of equilibrium between technical and political discussions. In the CCW framework, for example, in addition to review conferences and annual meetings, meetings of military experts are seen as ‘valuable in identifying and clarifying issues’. In the Wassenaar Arrangement, technical experts meet regularly to review the control list, and participating states adopt decisions in the annual plenary.

Similarly, licensing, customs and enforcement officers should, respectively, attend the WGETI sub-working groups on articles 6 and 7, Article 9, and Article 11. They are well-placed to discuss national practices and ways to improve them, as well as to develop guidance or instruments that would facilitate their work. They could discuss new measures during the intersessional period and put forward proposals to the CSP. Geneva diplomats would then only meet once a year at the CSP to adopt decisions drafted by technical experts. To achieve this, the CSP should encourage states parties to send national officers to intersessional meetings of the WGETI, and its terms of reference could be amended in line with those of the DIELF. However, national experts would have to travel to Geneva, where the WGETI meetings are held as a rule, which could be cumbersome for some delegations. Ways of increasing participation of technical experts in such meetings include adjusting the sponsorship programme to support their participation in intersessional meetings and relying more on virtual tools and hybrid meetings (see also other policy options proposed below).

ATT stakeholders can also consider options to favour a more regular exchange. In line with the suggestion made by Costa Rica and Mexico at CSP5, state parties could explore the possibility of distributing meetings throughout the calendar year and scheduling intersessional meetings earlier in the CSP cycle, subject to room availability and the timetable of other official disarmament events. Likewise, states parties could consider—and evaluate the possible practical, financial and political implications of—advancing some of the work of the intersessional period through regional consultations.

As some stakeholders recommended maintaining the practice of a thematic focus, state parties and ATT stakeholders should develop follow-up mechanisms and activities to ensure that states parties implement recommendations made during those thematic discussions. This would ensure that commitments made under a specific theme are implemented and do not ‘get lost in the move to a new thematic focus the following year’, but instead become part of effective discussions on substantial issues and are followed up with concrete action.
Ensure inclusive participation

One option to ensure further inclusive participation would be to expand the sponsorship programme to cover more countries or more than one delegate per country. The latter expansion would help national technical experts to travel to Geneva to participate in intersessional meetings (see above). The sponsorship programme could also cover the acquisition of electronic tools to ensure the participation of delegations that currently lack the means to take part in virtual meetings. This would require amendment of the sponsorship programme’s terms of reference and, in the long term, an increase in voluntary contributions. In the short term, the accumulated uncommitted voluntary contributions could be used.

A second option that ATT stakeholders can consider to ensure more inclusive participation is to host the CSP outside Geneva, in line with the proposal advanced by Sweden and Controls Arms in 2017. In the framework of the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions (CCM), meetings of states parties have been held in ‘affected’ countries and these had a ‘positive impact in terms of ownership and visibility’. The practical feasibility and the implications for participation of this proposal would need to be explored. According to the ATT rules of procedures, a state party willing to host a CSP has to submit an offer to the secretariat, which has to prepare a financial report that is then submitted to the CSP for decision. In case the organizational costs are more than the estimated cost of a CSP in Geneva, the state can offer to cover the difference. If this might be difficult for some countries, the CSP could consider the option to share the burden among states parties. This has happened for instance in the framework of the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), where pairs of countries have co-hosted meetings to share costs.

Wherever the CSP is hosted, it should consider adopting an annual meeting plan, as suggested by Control Arms and Sweden, instead of scheduling meetings on an ad hoc basis during the year. In its final report, the CSP could specify the dates and locations of the next CSP and the intersessional meetings. This measure would be in line with the practice of other Geneva-based instruments, which plan in advance the time and place of their next cycle of preparatory and annual meetings.

Use virtual tools

A final series of options could build on the lessons from the Covid-19 pandemic to consider the advantages and limitations of virtual tools and explore the possibility of conducting some ATT work virtually.

One possible measure that states parties and ATT stakeholders could consider is to continue to hold some hybrid or virtual meetings even when physical meetings resume. Virtual meetings have some advantages: they enable attendance of stakeholders from capitals who can provide information on ATT implementation but usually do not travel to Geneva; and they allow some countries that lack resources for travel to participate or to be represented by a bigger delegation. At the same time, all-virtual meetings also present problems as noted above. For these reasons, CSPs could be held in a hybrid
format, to allow for both virtual attendance and in-person diplomatic interactions. Similarly, some intersessional meetings could be held virtually or in a hybrid format, in particular to enable technical experts to attend working group meetings. However, one stakeholder reflected that hybrid meetings might induce a hierarchy in which delegates in the room have more information than delegates attending online.\(^{199}\) Likewise, the differences in time zones among participants could constitute a further challenge to participation from experts remaining in their capital. The advantages and limitations of the in-person, virtual and hybrid options should therefore be carefully considered when implementing possible measures linked to this policy option.

Two state respondents to the project’s survey suggested using an internal messaging system for points of contact to share relevant information and conduct consultations. States parties can already share information through the restricted area of the ATT Secretariat website. Since the Covid-19 pandemic limited the possibility of in-person interaction, and more officials and delegates became used to information technology and to online meetings and information exchange, consultations among states parties on how to possibly improve such functionality should be promoted. For instance, a possible improvement could be the establishment of a messaging system for each WG\(\text{E}T1\) sub-working group that could allow for information sharing between technical experts, in addition to formal physical or virtual meetings. However, this would exclude other stakeholders (signatories, non-party states, intergovernmental organizations and NGOs) from taking part in consultations as they are denied access to this function of the website.

\(^{199}\) Webinar participant (note 50).
5. Promoting universalization

The preamble to the Arms Trade Treaty notes ‘the desirability of achieving universal adherence’ to the treaty.\(^{200}\) The Conference of States Parties is tasked with promoting universalization and CSP2 created the Working Group on Treaty Universalization, which was formally endorsed as a standing working group by CSP3.\(^{201}\) The WGTU is co-chaired by the president of the ongoing CSP and the president of the previous CSP and is supported by the ATT Secretariat. The CSP, the WGTU and also individual states parties and NGOs have invested significant efforts in expanding treaty membership.\(^{202}\)

The ATT currently has 110 states parties and a further 31 signatories. Although the ATT is still a young treaty and its rate of ratification compares well with other instruments (see figure 5.1), it is still far from being universal. The pace of accession has slowed down over the years—from 85 new states parties in the first three years after its adoption, to only 25 in the following five years.\(^{203}\) ATT membership also lacks key actors in the arms trade: it has not been joined by the two major arms exporters—the United States and Russia—or by 17 of the top 25 importers over the period 2016–20, including the three major importers—Saudi Arabia, India and Egypt.\(^{204}\) Moreover, geographical representation remains unbalanced. In particular, states of Asia and Oceania and the Middle East continue to be under-represented.\(^{205}\)

**Problematic aspects and limitations**

Two main impediments to accession can be identified: a lack of capacity and a lack of political will. Although any problems encountered are specific to individual countries—notably depending on their region and their role in the global arms trade—this categorization can help determine strategies to respond to those challenges.

A lack of capacity to implement the treaty means that some countries do not join the ATT or delay their accession for fear of their national transfer control system not being in compliance with the treaty.\(^{206}\) Some of these states, for example in Africa, are also concerned that they will not receive the assistance they need to implement the treaty once they join it.\(^{207}\) To comply with obligations under the ATT requires resources and technical expertise that not all countries have and, thus, some states have expressed concerns that joining the ATT would create economic burdens.\(^{208}\)

A lack of political will can have several causes. Some national political actors may be sceptical about the ATT. For instance defence ministries have sometimes shown reluctance about specific treaty obligations (such as annual reporting on arms transfers).\(^{209}\) This is particularly relevant for countries embedded in complex regional security contexts, where states are hesitant to reveal details, and potentially

\(^{200}\) Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), preamble.
\(^{202}\) Stohl (note 14).
\(^{203}\) ATT Secretariat, ‘Treaty status’, [n.d.].
\(^{204}\) Wezeman et al. (note 10).
\(^{205}\) Stohl (note 14), table 1. The ATT Secretariat uses a different, broader definition of Asia that encompasses 48 states, including many that are usually considered to be part of the Middle East or Europe.
\(^{207}\) Matale, D., Zambian Ministry of Defence, Interview with authors, 10 June 2021.
\(^{208}\) Albrecht, L, German Federal Office for Economic Affairs and Export Control (Bundesamtes für Wirtschaft und Ausfuhrkontrolle, BAFA), Interview with authors, 18 Feb. 2021; and Stohl (note 14), p. 13.
\(^{209}\) Maletta and Bauer (note 14), p. 11.
weaknesses, of their national capabilities.\textsuperscript{210} Further, some states, especially in Asia, remain distrustful towards a regime that they perceive as biased towards traditional arms-exporting states and, as such, seen as likely to impede their ability to import weapons.\textsuperscript{211} For states that are ‘eager to stay outside the treaty’, the fact that major arms exporters such as the USA have so far decided not to become parties to the ATT has not provided incentives to join.\textsuperscript{212} Lack of political will within a country may also be explained by the existence of competing national priorities.\textsuperscript{213} A lack of regional organizations that had established common standards or mechanisms on arms controls prior to the ATT might also explain low membership rates, as in the case of Asia.\textsuperscript{214}

Even when there is capacity and will to join the ATT, procedural and bureaucratic hurdles in internal procedures can slow down accession.\textsuperscript{215} As an example of this, one respondent to the project’s survey noted that ‘crafting legislative amendments and new regulations can be a long and labour-intensive process’. This may explain why some states signed the treaty more than eight years ago but still have not ratified it. Some of these signatory states have shown their political will to join the treaty by consistently attending ATT meetings and being involved in capacity-building assistance. Yet, other signatories might have lost interest in or capacity to join the ATT.

Finally, some countries remain opposed to the ATT, as indicated by their consistent abstention on the annual UN General Assembly resolutions on the ATT or their refusal to reference the ATT in other forums, such as the POA.\textsuperscript{216}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.1.png}
\caption{Membership of select arms control instruments six years after entry into force}
\footnotesize{Sources: United Nations Treaty Collection, ‘Multilateral treaties deposited with the secretary-general: Status of treaties’, as of 19 Oct. 2021.}
\end{figure}
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Steps taken and proposals made

Assistance to committed non-party states

ATT stakeholders have assumed a non-discriminatory approach to universalization: any state can join the treaty, regardless of the maturity of its national control system. The ATT provides states parties with instruments to improve their control system. These tools, presented below, are offered to signatories and other non-party states under specific circumstances.217

The sponsorship programme has been used since CSP1 to facilitate the participation of state representatives in ATT meetings and to contribute to strengthening universalization.218 The programme provides travel and accommodation support to the delegates of states parties, and about 20 per cent of its funds are provided to signatories and other non-party states.219

The Voluntary Trust Fund offers assistance to signatory states and other states that have ‘shown clear and unambiguous political commitment to accede to the ATT’.220 In each of its annual funding cycles, around 20 per cent of VTF-financed projects have involved signatories or other non-party states.221 However, the use of the VTF to promote universalization is limited: its primary objective is to assist the implementation of the ATT by states parties. This entails that, in case of scarce funding, priority is given to states parties.222

The European Union contributes to universalization through the EU ATT Outreach Project, which has provided signatory states with assistance on capacity-building.223 In addition, several non-party states and signatories have benefited from NGO-led projects funded through the UN Trust Facility Supporting Cooperation on Arms Regulation (UNSCAR).224

Outreach efforts by the WGTU, states parties and NGOs

Over the years, WGTU co-chairs have undertaken various outreach activities. They have participated in events such as the First Committee of the UN General Assembly, the preparatory committee for the third POA Review Conference and the Conference on Disarmament.225 In December 2016, foreign ministers of Finland (then holding the CSP3 presidency), Australia, Bulgaria, Guatemala and Sierra Leone (holding the four

217 On these tools see Maletta and Bauer (note 14); and chapters 4 and 6 in this volume.
224 Stohl (note 14), table 4. On the EU, UNSCAR and other assistance activities, see also chapter 6 in this volume.
vice-presidencies) published a letter promoting the ATT in the Financial Times.\footnote{Soini, T. et al., ‘The Arms Trade Treaty is at a dynamic stage—but more support is needed’, Financial Times, 23 Dec. 2016.} During the CSP4 and CSP5 cycles, the WGTU produced an ATT universalization toolkit and a welcome pack for new states parties.\footnote{Arms Trade Treaty, 5th Conference of States Parties, Working Group on Treaty Universalization, Co-chairs’ draft report, ATT/CSP5/WGTU/2019/CHAIR/512/Conf.Rep, 26 July 2019.} The CSP6 presidency launched a media campaign with an ATT outreach video uploaded on YouTube.\footnote{ATT Secretariat, ‘Arms Trade Treaty (ATT): A short video introduction’, YouTube, 30 Mar. 2020.} The WGTU also undertook more targeted outreach activities: the WGTU co-chairs have met with representatives of non-party states in New York, Geneva and Japan and have conducted country visits where they met with government officials and other key actors.\footnote{President Julius Maada Bio of Sierra Leone wrote personalized letters to the heads of states of 53 non-party states, 24 of which were hand delivered by the CSP7 president, Lansana Gberie of Sierra Leone.} President Julius Maada Bio of Sierra Leone wrote personalized letters to the heads of states of 53 non-party states, 24 of which were hand delivered by the CSP7 president, Lansana Gberie of Sierra Leone.\footnote{President Julius Maada Bio of Sierra Leone wrote personalized letters to the heads of states of 53 non-party states, 24 of which were hand delivered by the CSP7 president, Lansana Gberie of Sierra Leone.}

Universalization is not solely the responsibility of the WGTU chairs, and states parties have promoted universalization through several means. They have sponsored an annual UN General Assembly resolution calling on ‘all States that have not yet done so to ratify, accept, approve or accede to the Treaty’ since 2013.\footnote{UN General Assembly resolutions 75/64, 74/49, 73/36, 72/44, 71/50, 70/58, 69/49 and 68/31 (note 216).} The Republic of Korea (South Korea) translated the WGTU documents into several Asian languages and the EU printed the toolkit in the six UN languages.\footnote{Examples from the Mapping ATT-relevant Cooperation and Assistance Activities database include ‘EU-ATT OPC regional seminar to support the implementation of the ATT for African countries (except West Africa)’, 23–24 Sep. 2015; ‘GCSP course on building capacities for effective implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) for African countries’, 10–14 Dec. 2016; and ‘ATT Academy in Southern Africa—Workshop 1’, 9–12 Dec. 2019.}

NGOs have also promoted universalization. They have organized events to which non-signatories were invited in order to raise awareness about the treaty and to address some possible fears and misunderstanding.\footnote{Examples from the Mapping ATT-relevant Cooperation and Assistance Activities database include ‘Control Arms roundtable on promoting universalization and strengthening implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty in South Asia’, 17–18 May 2018. See also Control Arms (note 206); and Persi Paoli and Kytomaki (note 206).} They have conducted research and round-table meetings to understand the problems that prevent countries joining the treaty.\footnote{Examples from the Mapping ATT-relevant Cooperation and Assistance Activities database include ‘Control Arms roundtable on promoting universalization and strengthening implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty in South Asia’, 17–18 May 2018. See also Control Arms (note 206); and Persi Paoli and Kytomaki (note 206).} They have also translated the treaty text into local languages of non-party states.\footnote{Examples from the Mapping ATT-relevant Cooperation and Assistance Activities database include ‘Control Arms roundtable on promoting universalization and strengthening implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty in South Asia’, 17–18 May 2018. See also Control Arms (note 206); and Persi Paoli and Kytomaki (note 206).}

Regional approaches have been recommended since CSP2 by the WGTU. These have been undertaken in several ways, including through engagement with regional organizations, use of regional events to conduct outreach activities, production of region-specific policy resources, and identification of countries that are influential in a region and subsequent use of their assistance to facilitate access to high-profile stakeholders.\footnote{Examples from the Mapping ATT-relevant Cooperation and Assistance Activities database include ‘Control Arms roundtable on promoting universalization and strengthening implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty in South Asia’, 17–18 May 2018. See also Control Arms (note 206); and Persi Paoli and Kytomaki (note 206).}

Apart from government officials, outreach activities have also targeted parliamentarians and industry representatives. The WGTU has contacted parliamentarians and embassy staff, has provided training, produced information materials and contact lists and has conducted country visits where they met with government officials and other key actors.\footnote{Examples from the Mapping ATT-relevant Cooperation and Assistance Activities database include ‘Control Arms roundtable on promoting universalization and strengthening implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty in South Asia’, 17–18 May 2018. See also Control Arms (note 206); and Persi Paoli and Kytomaki (note 206).} The WGTU has contacted parliamentarians in a region and subsequent use of their assistance to facilitate access to high-profile stakeholders.

Aside from government officials, outreach activities have also targeted parliamentarians and industry representatives. The WGTU has contacted parliamentarians and embassy staff, has provided training, produced information materials and contact lists and has conducted country visits where they met with government officials and other key actors.\footnote{Examples from the Mapping ATT-relevant Cooperation and Assistance Activities database include ‘Control Arms roundtable on promoting universalization and strengthening implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty in South Asia’, 17–18 May 2018. See also Control Arms (note 206); and Persi Paoli and Kytomaki (note 206).}

Apart from government officials, outreach activities have also targeted parliamentarians and industry representatives. The WGTU has contacted parliamentarians and embassy staff, has provided training, produced information materials and contact lists and has conducted country visits where they met with government officials and other key actors.\footnote{Examples from the Mapping ATT-relevant Cooperation and Assistance Activities database include ‘Control Arms roundtable on promoting universalization and strengthening implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty in South Asia’, 17–18 May 2018. See also Control Arms (note 206); and Persi Paoli and Kytomaki (note 206).}
UNSCAR has funded parliamentary campaigns to promote ATT ratification in specific regions. The EU ATT Outreach Project has also engaged parliamentarians in signatory states, where it has supported awareness-raising efforts. Parliamentary organizations themselves have produced advocacy resources and they actively undertake universalization efforts. The WGTU has engaged with industry representatives during country visits and the EU ATT Outreach Project has conducted industry outreach events. One industry representative body, the Aerospace and Defence Industries Association of Europe (ASD), has also advocated for the ATT because its diversion-preventing measures are ‘important in ensuring that legitimate trade [is not] tarnished in any way’.

### Policy options

The previous section shows how ATT stakeholders, the WGTU, states parties and NGOs have already undertaken many universalization efforts. They have provided

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fund and promote capacity building for non-party states</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Donor states should continue to fund programmes for capacity-building assistance for signatories and other non-party states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. States that have benefitted from the ATT Voluntary Trust Fund (VTF) could contribute to outreach initiatives, reach out to non-party states, provide testimonials and promote the VTF to their peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. VTF donors could send letters to non-party states about access to assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Improve the Working Group on Treaty Universalization (WGTU) system</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The chair of the WGTU could appoint former presidents of the Conference of States Parties (CSP) as WGTU co-chairs for two years instead of one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The CSP could enhance the role of the ATT Secretariat in activities related to universalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The CSP could consider appointing a figure of high political standing as CSP president</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The WGTU should adopt a workplan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The WGTU should establish regional universalization coordination teams with key states parties or vice-presidencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implement good outreach practices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1. The various actors that implement outreach activities should involve key actors such as high-level officials, industry representatives, parliamentarians and the leaders of national non-governmental organizations in their activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2. The various actors that implement outreach activities should involve countries at different stages of ATT implementation or accession in outreach activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3. The various actors that implement outreach activities should hold virtual outreach events open to all to engage with non-party states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4. ATT stakeholders should continue to translate the ATT documents in different languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adopt a targeted universalization strategy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1. The WGTU could concentrate universalization efforts on countries that have indicated an interest in the treaty (e.g. countries that voted in favour of adoption of the ATT in the United Nations General Assembly in 2013, countries involved in similar regional agreements, or signatory states)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2. The WGTU could focus on key countries such as key regional players or large exporters that have not joined the treaty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
capacity-building assistance to signatory and non-party states committed to joining the treaty and have conducted outreach activities to raise awareness and to sensitize different national actors. The following series of policy options (summarized in table 5.1) can build on these initiatives and further improve universalization of the treaty.

**Fund and promote capacity-building assistance for non-party states**

Although it is difficult to firmly establish a causal link between specific universalization efforts and treaty ratifications, instruments such as the sponsorship programme, the VTF, the EU ATT Outreach Project and UNSCAR have definitely contributed to raising awareness around the scope and objectives of the ATT. As such, they may have been instrumental in enabling some countries to join the treaty. Thus, donor states should continue to fund the programmes that rely on their voluntary contributions and make sure that all these programmes continue to provide capacity-building assistance for signatories and other non-party states.

One state respondent noted that one of the benefits of being an ATT state party is to have access to opportunities for international cooperation, to the VTF and to other useful tools to fulfil obligations. States that have benefitted from the VTF could therefore contribute to outreach initiatives and efforts to address some of the above-mentioned concerns about becoming an ATT party by making contact with non-party states to provide testimonials and promote the VTF. States that donate voluntary contributions to the VTF could also participate in these efforts by sending letters to non-party states highlighting the benefits enjoyed by states parties following their accession, as has been done under the APM Convention.243

**Improve the WGTU system**

The current system whereby the WGTU is co-chaired by the former and current CSP presidents has been recognized as working well and being helpful to ensure continuity of efforts.244 However, some measures could still be taken to further strengthen it and improve its structure and activities.

To help reinforce the WGTU, France and Italy have proposed establishing a troika formed of the incoming, current and immediate past presidents.245 This would be difficult to introduce as it would require that the incoming president is elected one year in advance. In order to improve consistency in the work of the WGTU, the former CSP president could instead be appointed as WGTU co-chair for two years instead of one. In this way, the WGTU would be co-chaired by three people: the current CSP president and his or her two predecessors.

States parties could also consider ways to further improve and reinforce the current work and profile of the WGTU. One possible option in this direction could be to enhance the role of the ATT Secretariat in activities related to universalization and supporting the CSP president; for instance, the head of the Secretariat could accompany the CSP president in universalization démarches.246 In the framework of the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), an officer of the Technical Secretariat of the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) acts as the
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244 Korhonen, K., Former CSP president, Interview with authors, 10 Feb. 2021; and Beijer (note 6).


246 Villegas (note 152).
focal point for universalization efforts.\textsuperscript{247} Such a figure would be helpful in the ATT Secretariat, but it would also require an increase in budget funding and capacity, since the secretariat already deals with numerous tasks. As a second possible option, states can consider appointing as CSP president a person with higher political standing, such as a former foreign minister. A CSP president with a high enough public profile would have more opportunities to engage with the media and could be more successful in reaching out to non-party states.\textsuperscript{248} However, the public relations capacity of the CSP presidents as co-chair of the WGTU must be balanced with their ability to undertake the other, substantial work of the CSP presidency.\textsuperscript{249}

Some measures could also be taken to better ensure continuity of efforts by the WGTU. Specifically, like the other working groups, the WGTU should adopt a workplan. This would help to set a framework and benchmarks for reaching universalization, and to build on previous work and avoid duplication of efforts.\textsuperscript{250} The establishment of a workplan could be discussed, alongside outreach strategies and good practices, during the WGTU meetings.

Representatives of organizations that have been involved in assistance and outreach efforts have noted that it is easier to convince countries to join the ATT if their neighbours are already parties.\textsuperscript{251} Therefore, the WGTU should continue to identify states parties able to conduct outreach in specific regions and could give them an official role in regional universalization coordination teams, as has been recommended in the CCM framework.\textsuperscript{252} Alternatively, this role could be given to the four regional vice-presidencies. The region of the CSP president could be the particular focus for universalization each year, as CSP2 recommended, following the existing informal regional rotation of the presidency. Meetings could be held in that region, instead of Geneva.\textsuperscript{253}

\textit{Implement good outreach practices}

An important aspect of universalization is the involvement in outreach activities of key actors such as high-level officials, industry representatives, parliamentarians and national NGOs. Involving high-level officials in outreach activities can be instrumental in overcoming certain political and bureaucratic hurdles.\textsuperscript{254} Apart from government officials, such activities should also include industry representatives and parliamentarians. Parliamentarians vote for the ratification of international treaties and they can also be involved during implementation, since they draft and pass new or revised laws and vote on budgets, notably for transfer control systems.\textsuperscript{255} Industry representatives must be engaged too, since they are influential in facilitating accession to the ATT.\textsuperscript{256} Industry representatives can potentially impede accession to the ATT by lobbying government officials and parliamentarians if they fear that the treaty would
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\textsuperscript{253} Arms Trade Treaty, ATT/CSP2/2016/WP.4/Rev.1 (note 236). See also the policy options in chapter 4 in this volume.
\textsuperscript{254} Muresan, R., Non-governmental expert, Control Arms, Interview with authors, 12 Mar. 2021.
\textsuperscript{255} Webinar participant (note 50).
\textsuperscript{256} Korhonen (note 244).
lead to the imposition of new regulations on the arms industry. It is also important that national NGOs continue to be involved in outreach efforts as they can support capacity-building and awareness-raising activities tailored to national contexts and needs. The inclusion in outreach activities of countries at different stages of ATT implementation is perceived by NGOs to facilitate cooperation and information exchange among relevant counterparts.

As a consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic, many outreach events have been organized in a remote format. Actors involved in the implementation of these activities have argued that, in some circumstances, virtual events have proved to be a good tool to engage with non-party states, with no specific assistance partnership or obligations attached. This simpler way of engaging with non-party states through virtual outreach events should be maintained and used to complement traditional engagement methods. However, bilateral exchanges on the sidelines of CSP-related meetings remain key to initiating a dialogue with potential beneficiaries of outreach or assistance activities, which is something that cannot be reproduced through online interactions.

One survey respondent highlighted that states parties can also advance universalization through multilingualism. For countries that withhold their ratification or accession until they have fully analysed the treaty and compared it with their national legislation, translation can ease and speed-up this process. ATT stakeholders should continue to translate the ATT documents—the treaty text, the universalization toolkit and the welcome pack—into different languages.

**Adopt a targeted universalization strategy**

With 31 signatories and 54 other non-party states to reach, a strategy of targeted universalization could be pursued. There are several criteria that can be considered to determine which of these countries to target.

One possible approach would be to concentrate universalization efforts on countries that have expressed an interest in the treaty. These include the non-party states that voted in favour of adopting the ATT in the original UN General Assembly vote in 2013. Importantly, universalization initiatives should also involve signatory states that initially signalled a political interest in ratifying the treaty by participating in ATT meetings, but whose attendance at such events has fallen in recent years.

In specific regions or subregions, such as in Africa and Latin America, universalization efforts should build on states’ adherence to other relevant instruments in the field of SALW controls. These include the 1997 Inter-American Convention Against the Illicit Manufacturing and Trafficking in Firearms, Ammunition, Explosives and Other Related Material (CIFTA), the 2001 Southern African Development Community (SADC) Firearms Protocol, the 2004 Nairobi Protocol and the 2010 Kinshasa Con-
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vention. However, even in circumstances where states could already rely on existing standards, there might be regional or subregional circumstances, as in the case of sub-Saharan African countries, that would require a different level of engagement and efforts to promote the universalization of the ATT.

Similarly, building synergies and exchanging lessons learned on promoting adherence or universalization with other related international instruments (e.g. the WA, the CCW Convention and others) would also be relevant and helpful to enhance the ATT’s universalization efforts.

Another possible approach could be to focus on important regional players to use their significant diplomatic resources to encourage treaty accession. More specifically, the accession of China in 2020 could help to overcome the reluctance of other Asian states to join the treaty. Another option, also pointed out by a survey respondent and two stakeholders interviewed for this study, could be to focus on the largest exporters that have not yet joined the treaty. The USA for instance has signed but not yet ratified the ATT. As a presidential candidate, President Joe Biden committed to push for the ratification of the treaty; however, this would require a two-thirds majority in the US Senate, which would be hard to achieve. A first step would be for the USA to send a new note to the UN secretary-general, replacing the one sent by the previous administration in 2019, to acknowledge its status as a signatory state and the obligations arising from it. It is worth noting that during a CSP7 session on universalization, the US representative announced that the Biden administration is revising its conventional arms transfer policy, which involves ‘determining the proper relationship of the United States to the Arms Trade Treaty’.271
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6. Supporting implementation

Article 16 of the Arms Trade Treaty promotes the provision of international assistance for treaty implementation. The treaty text reflects the importance that states attached to providing the necessary tools to support and promote the effective implementation of the treaty.\(^{272}\) Article 16 outlines the form and focus that assistance could have (i.e. ‘legal or legislative’ or ‘technical, material or financial’ assistance or ‘institutional capacity-building’) and, although it does not recognize a specific right to claim assistance, it does impose an obligation on states that are ‘in a position to do so’ to follow up on relevant requests.\(^{273}\) The ATT also provides that states parties can ‘request, offer or receive assistance’ through the United Nations, other international and regional organizations, bilaterally, or through NGOs, among other sources, thus recognizing the need to build on and cooperate with other relevant frameworks.\(^{274}\)

Finally, Article 16 requires the establishment of a voluntary trust fund to which states parties are encouraged to contribute.\(^{275}\) This links to other provisions of the treaty, notably Article 18, which tasks the ATT Secretariat with facilitating ‘the matching of offers of and requests for assistance for Treaty implementation’.\(^{276}\)

Following the adoption of the ATT, funding instruments and programmes were established to support states’ implementation of the treaty and also to promote its universalization (see chapter 5). Three main instruments were created, in the contexts of the European Union, the United Nations and the ATT itself. In 2013 the EU launched its ATT Outreach Project to support non-EU states to strengthen their national control systems either as a part of a longer-term road map of activities or through tailored ad hoc initiatives. That same year, the UN Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA) established UNSCAR, a multi-donor funding mechanism launched to support conventional arms regulation that initially focused on financing assistance projects supporting states in signing and ratifying the ATT. Finally, in 2016 the ATT states parties created the ATT Voluntary Trust Fund, which provides financial support for projects assisting states parties and, under certain conditions, non-party states to implement the treaty.

NGOs and international and regional organizations also deliver assistance activities specifically aimed at supporting implementation of the ATT or raising awareness of its role and objectives. These include, among others, the ATT Academy run by Control Arms, the ATT executive courses organized by the Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP), and the work of UNODA regional offices. These initiatives are often financially supported by UNSCAR or the VTF.\(^{277}\)

In addition, several initiatives (at the national, regional and international levels) provide assistance directly relevant to the implementation of the ATT without specifically being linked to the treaty. These include assistance activities in the field of arms transfers and SALW controls more generally; assistance to sustain the implementation of other relevant instruments (e.g. the POA, the UN Firearms Protocol and regional conventions on SALW control); and programmes that support states in enhancing their transfer control systems and enforcement capacities for dual-use items. Many of these
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\(^{273}\) Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 16(1). See also Casey-Maslen et al. (note 22), pp. 423–31, 434.

\(^{274}\) Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 16(2).

\(^{275}\) Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 16(3).

\(^{276}\) Arms Trade Treaty (note 1), Article 18(3)(c). See also Maletta and Bauer (note 14).

initiatives were already in place before the adoption of the ATT and could potentially offer a foundation on which to build synergies with ATT-specific assistance programmes and activities.\textsuperscript{278}

**Problematic aspects and limitations**

The experiences of the dedicated funding mechanisms and international assistance programmes that have been launched in the eight years since the adoption of the ATT point to both major achievements and significant challenges. These involve all stakeholders engaged in ATT assistance, from the donors and funding instruments that financially support assistance activities, via the local, regional and international organizations, including NGOs, that implement them, to the states that benefit from these initiatives.

*Availability, distribution and use of funding*

The very establishment of such instruments as the EU ATT Outreach Project, UNSCAR and the VTF can in itself be seen as one of the tangible and positive results of creating the ATT. These have acted as the main vehicles to provide or fund assistance to support the effective implementation of the treaty.\textsuperscript{279} Although these instruments have all succeeded in securing funding over the years, there are different views regarding whether financial resources available to support ATT assistance have been adequate to respond to and address existing needs in the field. States that provided feedback on this point to the project survey have different views on the matter.

Interestingly, one respondent stressed the discrepancy between, on the one hand, the wider availability of programmes to strengthen the fight against arms trafficking and, on the other, programmes supporting effective and comprehensive implementation of the ATT. Among those respondents who valued positively the level of resources available, one pointed out that bilateral and regional cooperation can further contribute to assistance goals.

Conversely, some interviewees that have been involved in ATT-assistance activities as either implementers or beneficiaries argued that the funding available to support ATT assistance is not sufficient and that more could be done.\textsuperscript{280} Funding for ATT assistance—including the EU ATT Outreach Project and contributions to UNSCAR and the VTF—can be financed through development assistance. However, the share of ODA used for the sector ‘reintegration and SALW controls’ (under which funding in support of the ATT can be recorded) remains small—only a handful of donors consistently commit substantial resources in this field, which is often in competition with a wide range of priorities.\textsuperscript{281} Following an increase in the level of ODA for this sector in 2014, possibly as a result of the momentum created by the adoption of the ATT, development spending in this field has shown a decreasing trend in more recent years.


\textsuperscript{279} For an overview of the overall functioning of these instruments see Maletta and Bauer (note 14).

\textsuperscript{280} Finaud (note 142); Olofsson, K., Parliamentary Forum on Small Arms and Light Weapons, Interview with authors, 17 Feb. 2021; Macdonald (note 127); and Matale (note 207).

\textsuperscript{281} ‘Reintegration and SALW controls’ is defined as referring to both disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR) programmes and ‘technical co-operation to control, prevent and/or reduce the proliferation of [SALW]’. Activities in this category are meant to support the development of relevant regulatory frameworks and institutional structures, SALW-awareness campaigns, regional cooperation, and collection and destruction programmes. See Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Development Assistance Committee (DAC), Working Party on Development Finance Statistics, ‘Converged statistical reporting directives for the Creditor Reporting System (CRS) and the annual DAC questionnaires: Chapters 1–6’, DCD/DAC/STAT(2018)9/FINAL, 28 May 2018, p. 34. See also Maletta, G. and Robin, L., Supporting Small Arms and Light Weapons Controls through Development Assistance: The Case of Sub-Saharan Africa (SIPRI: Stockholm, Feb. 2021).
years. While ODA in this sector does not encompass all funding to support the implementation of the ATT, it can be used as an indicator in this context.

Other ATT stakeholders have indicated that the problem lies not with the shortage of funding for ATT assistance, but rather in the way in which the funding is distributed. Different actors are engaged in this field but only a limited number of funding tools specifically and systematically support ATT implementation. Of these, UNSCAR maintained a focus on the ATT until 2016; following the establishment and operationalization of the VTF, it has taken a balanced approach among global conventional arms instruments and has shifted its focus to synergies among them. Indeed, UNSCAR explicitly encourages applicants interested in projects on ATT implementation to apply to the VTF. Channelling resources for ATT assistance towards a dedicated instrument such as the VTF is a valid strategy to prevent duplication of efforts and overlaps among different providers. However, currently only states can submit funding applications to the VTF and the opportunities to fund ATT-implementation projects through UNSCAR—which, in contrast, is open to non-state actors—are now more limited. Combined with the decreasing trend in development spending for ‘reintegration and SALW controls’, this risks limiting the type of projects that NGOs and other international organizations are able to develop and implement and that support more general ATT-assistance activities. These include, for example, the production of resources such as handbooks or research reports that are relevant for ATT implementation but do not necessarily fall under the assistance eligible for VTF funding.

The decision to limit access to VTF funding to states alone has also raised criticism among some assistance-implementing organizations. They have argued that states often lack the experience to directly design and implement ATT projects or do not have the knowledge about which NGOs to partner with. Lack of good-quality applications to the VTF from states was also one of the earliest challenges that emerged when this mechanism was launched.

Another issue that some stakeholders have raised in relation to the way ATT-assistance funding is distributed is the fact that UNSCAR and the VTF both apply a cap on the size of individual projects and are, therefore, limited to funding short-term activities. This format has proven particularly successful when focusing on specific components or aspects of treaty implementation and has achieved tangible results. However, beneficiary countries have often embarked on ad hoc or short-term activities with a certain idea of what they needed help with (e.g. to compile the initial report) and then realized that they actually required additional, longer-term support. In the case of the VTF, projects of a period longer than one year can still be considered
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282 This is based on the total ODA to all developing countries for ‘reintegration and SALW controls’ from all members of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Creditor Reporting System (CRS), accessed 5 Oct. 2021, <https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=crs1>.

283 See Maletta and Robin (note 281).

284 This can be seen by comparing the projects approved for funding in 2013–15 with those approved from 2016. UN Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA), ‘UNSCAR: UN Trust Facility Supporting Cooperation on Arms Regulation’, [n.d.]; and UN Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA), ‘UNSCAR projects selected in 2017’, [n.d.]. See also Maletta and Bauer (note 14).
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291 Independent consultant and former national official, Interview with authors, 3 June 2021.
if proper motivations are provided.\textsuperscript{292} UNSCAR’s limited capacity means that it is also only able to support small-scale, short-term, quick-impact projects. In addition, it now sees its role as supplementary to instruments that specifically support ATT implementation.\textsuperscript{293}

Finally, experts involved in the implementation of ATT-assistance programmes and at least one survey respondent did not question whether funding for ATT assistance is sufficient or effectively distributed, but they did question whether the funds had been used in the most efficient way. That is, they asked whether the assistance provided has been able to deliver results commensurate with the resources invested. This point was raised, for example, in connection with well-resourced programmes such as the EU ATT Outreach Project.\textsuperscript{294} Others also noted that the medium-to-long-term partnerships format proposed by the EU ATT Outreach Project has proved useful at the initial ‘brainstorming phase’ of assistance planning, that is, to identify overarching needs and action to be taken by the beneficiary country.\textsuperscript{295}

\textit{Finding the right expertise}

The dedicated assistance mechanisms mentioned above have been able to provide support both in contexts where the beneficiary needed to build its national control system almost from scratch (e.g. through the drafting of a national control list or the adoption of relevant legislation) or just needed to adjust or reinforce specific aspects of an existing system (e.g. by improving inter-agency coordination or strengthening enforcement and risk-assessment capacities). Nonetheless, the implementation of ATT-assistance activities has encountered a series of recurring problems.\textsuperscript{296} One of these is related to the shortage and quality of technical expertise available for deployment in some assistance programmes.

The ability to identify the right experts to engage in assistance activities—ideally professionals with proven direct experience in licensing, enforcement or other aspects of transfer controls—is crucial to achieving effective treaty implementation. When done correctly, it has contributed to the success of several assistance initiatives. However, the involvement of less experienced individuals has been one of the shortcomings of certain ATT-assistance activities.\textsuperscript{297} In some cases, this has been the unintended consequence of donors’ rigid regulations to ensure fair procurement of services and avoid conflicts of interest.\textsuperscript{298} This can make it difficult for the assistance implementer to select the experts that it considers best. In addition, many qualified experts are not always available to join international assistance programmes as they are busy carrying out their transfer control duties in their own countries and they are part of a narrow group of national experts.\textsuperscript{299}

Notwithstanding the importance of involving foreign professionals who have experience in countries with more advanced control systems, beneficiary countries may also profit from the contribution of local experts (e.g. in the legal domain) or professionals from neighbouring countries that have experienced similar difficulties.\textsuperscript{300} Identifying the right interlocutors in beneficiary countries has also presented a few
obstacles for implementers. Failure to find a good focal point who can convene all the right people has in some cases led to poorly planned activities and the waste of useful resources.

**Coordination of efforts**

The experience that existing assistance mechanisms developed in the years following the entry into force of the ATT also allows for a preliminary appraisal of how they have been able to coordinate their activities. In particular, this includes the role played by the ATT Secretariat in this regard and, more broadly, how it has fulfilled its task to ‘facilitate the matching of offers of and requests for assistance’. The secretariat, in its role as administrator of the VTF, has responded to this responsibility by regularly consulting with UNODA and the EU. However, there are limitations to what the secretariat can reasonably achieve in this area without being empowered with adequate infrastructure and resources by the states parties, not least a formal system to collect details of states parties’ assistance needs or offers.

On a more general level, it could also be argued that donors, beneficiary countries and assistance implementers all have a responsibility to promote synergies and avoid overlaps. In some cases, they have positively contributed to these objectives. However, it is unlikely that a beneficiary country will turn down an offer of assistance if a donor is determined to deliver a certain activity, especially in the context of relevant programmes that they pursue bilaterally. This has generated some ‘outreach fatigue’ in beneficiary countries and, thus, lower participation in assistance activities due to recipients being overwhelmed by poorly coordinated initiatives.

Ensuring broader coordination with other assistance programmes addressing, for instance, SALW controls is made more difficult by the fact that different focal points or even different ministries might handle different arms control and disarmament regimes at the national level.

**Measuring results**

Measuring the success of the assistance that has been provided to support the implementation of the ATT is a particularly difficult endeavour. As part of a grant agreement, donors often require evaluation and reporting by assistance-implementing organizations of project-specific and concrete outputs against previously defined indicators (e.g. the submission of the initial report by the beneficiary country or the number of officials trained). Relevant developments in the country after the implementation of specific activities has also been monitored to assess the possible results of organizations’ assistance work.

These systems can, however, present some limitations, for example, in terms of ‘attribution gaps’ when a beneficiary country is involved in several assistance programmes or activities. Mostly, they are not meant to measure results that depend on long-term and political processes, such as the adoption of relevant legislation, and more generally the long-term impact of assistance work. It is worth mentioning in
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Taking stock of the Arms Trade Treaty

In this regard that donors or assistance providers claiming too much credit for positive results in a beneficiary country may also be counterproductive if, for instance, the beneficiary country does not enjoy this visibility.  

Steps taken and proposals made

Measures to improve coordination of efforts

A series of initiatives have been undertaken to overcome the lack of a formal mechanism within the ATT to identify states’ assistance needs, match them with available assistance initiatives and coordinate simultaneous efforts. To promote synergies and prevent duplication of work, since 2015 SIPRI has collected publicly available data on ATT-relevant cooperation and assistance activities. Implementing organizations have also made some efforts to better coordinate their work. For example, some have relied on the information provided by beneficiary countries on the assistance that they had already received; consulted publicly available sources (including the SIPRI database); or invited different implementers to participate in each other’s activities.

During CSP6, South Africa proposed the creation of ‘a subsidiary body that would promote international cooperation and assistance as enshrined in articles 15 and 16’.

In addition to the consultations that the ATT Secretariat has initiated with UNODA and the EU (see above), the CSPs in 2016–19 (before the disruption created by the Covid-19 pandemic) had a session for the state parties to exchange views on international assistance, including requests and offers. However, these sessions have often lasted less than the three-hour allocated slot.

Most recently, CSP7 endorsed an amendment proposed by the WGTR to the initial reporting template that added two sections in which a new state party can elaborate at more length on its assistance needs or the assistance that it could provide. Further, as part of a package of support adopted for the ATT Secretariat in April 2021, the

Table 6.1. Policy options on supporting implementation of the Arms Trade Treaty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy option</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Further support coordination of efforts through the effective implementation of both new and existing tools</strong></td>
<td>1.1. The ATT Secretariat could make use of existing expertise and previous similar experiences when developing new coordination tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. States parties should support these developments by providing relevant information about the assistance that they have already received or that they can offer</td>
<td>1.3. Implementing organizations, states and donors should contribute to coordination efforts by making use of this information to properly plan and build on existing work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Stimulate sharing of relevant information</strong></td>
<td>2.1. States parties could improve the quality of existing dedicated discussions on international assistance at Conferences of States Parties by focusing on specific regional or thematic aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2. States parties could examine trends emerging from the future assistance database and initial reports as part of these dedicated discussions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>Embed lessons learned from the Covid-19 pandemic</strong></td>
<td>3.1. When considering the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the design and implementation of assistance activities in the medium-to-long term, states parties should more systematically seek the inputs of donors, implementers and beneficiary countries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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EU agreed to fund the establishment of a database to match assistance needs and resources.\textsuperscript{316}

Other relevant initiatives

In order to promote the VTF and mitigate challenges related to the lack of good-quality applications from states, the ATT Secretariat has developed a VTF outreach strategy, undertaken several outreach activities and developed explanatory tools to guide states in the submission of their proposals.\textsuperscript{317}

To improve the quality and selection of experts, one of the components of the EU assistance package in support of the ATT Secretariat also foresees the creation of an expert roster to build the capacity of local and regional ATT experts. The aim of this component is to provide advice and training to local and regional experts in order to reduce reliance on international expertise and promote more sustainable and economically efficient capacity-building efforts.\textsuperscript{318}

In terms of measures to initiate the evaluation of relevant assistance programmes, the ATT Secretariat has elaborated guidance for VTF project evaluation to ‘better assess the results of VTF-funded projects’.\textsuperscript{319} The guidance is not meant to look into the long-term impact of projects but specifies that this will be considered ‘in due course’.\textsuperscript{320} The Covid-19 pandemic has delayed the secretariat’s plans to evaluate the VTF projects of 2017–19 on the basis of this guidance. Its assessment of both the results of previous VTF projects and the usefulness of the guidance are thus yet to be seen.\textsuperscript{321} The Council of the EU’s decisions in support of the EU ATT Outreach Project also task the EU to provide an impact assessment of the project against a set of specific criteria.\textsuperscript{322}

Policy options

The following series of policy options (summarized in table 6.1) can be promoted to further tackle current challenges related to the provision of ATT assistance. The options can contribute to the better harmonization of support of states’ implementation of the ATT.

Further support coordination of efforts through the effective implementation of both new and existing tools

Two recent steps have been taken to address the lack of a formal mechanism within the ATT to match assistance needs and resources and to strengthen the ATT Secretariat’s role in the coordination of ATT international cooperation and assistance: amendments to the initial reporting template; and the EU’s package of support for the secretariat.\textsuperscript{323} To maximize the impact and value of these new tools, during their development the


\textsuperscript{320} Arms Trade Treaty, ATT/VTF/2019/CHAIR/531/Conf.Rep (note 319), annex H.
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The secretariat could make use of existing expertise and previous similar experiences. These include initiatives developed in the context of the POA but also by other actors, such as SIPRI.324

As noted above, the engagement of beneficiary countries, donors and implementers is also important to promote synergies, maximize available resources and flag potential duplications. It is therefore of key importance that states parties keep supporting these developments by using the new tools to provide relevant and good-quality information about the assistance that they have already received or that they can offer. In addition, implementing organizations, states and donors should contribute to coordination efforts by making use of this information to properly plan and build on existing work. Only these concerted efforts will allow for a proper picture of gaps and deficiencies to develop, including from a financial perspective.

Stimulate sharing of relevant information

Directly linked to the point above is the need in the future to stimulate a more meaningful exchange of information on assistance in support of treaty implementation. In the eight years since the adoption of the ATT, key stakeholders have built up a considerable body of knowledge in this area. They thus have a lot to contribute to the effective implementation of the treaty by sharing their experiences and lessons learned from their participation in several assistance programmes.

As mentioned above, previous CSPs have provided dedicated sessions to discuss international assistance-related issues. Survey responses and interviews for this project have indicated ways in which states parties could enhance the quality of these exchanges. For instance, elaborating on the need to have more cooperation between funders and implementers, some survey respondents suggested having ‘technical meetings’, establishing an ‘institutionalized regular exchange platform’, and the ‘exchange of good practices and standards’ including at the regional level. One representative of a beneficiary country interviewed as part of this study also suggested making use of ATT forums to allow states that need assistance (including signatory states and other non-party states) to elaborate more on their needs and challenges. This could be beneficial not only for states parties that need support but also for other countries that may consider joining the ATT but have concerns regarding the possible lack of support to comply with the treaty’s provisions.325 Thus, this could also support universalization efforts.

There are therefore different ways through which states parties can make dedicated discussions on assistance at CSPs more appealing. One option for states parties to improve the quality of such dedicated discussions would be to focus such exchanges on specific regional or thematic aspects of international assistance. For instance, these discussions could have a regional or cross-regional focus in order to map available initiatives and expertise and identify common challenges and possible solutions. Thematic exchanges could focus on how to measure the impact of assistance in the long-term and define whether this should strictly take into account the implementation of assistance projects or look into the effects on treaty compliance, diversion or other security-related issues. In the medium-to-long term, as states start making use of the newly amended initial report template and the secretariat develops its own database, this space could be used to discuss trends revealed by the provision and collection of relevant data.

324 Mapping ATT-relevant Cooperation and Assistance Activities database; and UN Programme of Action on Small Arms and Light Weapons, ‘International assistance’, [n.d.].
325 Matale (note 207). See also chapter 5 in this volume.
Embed lessons learned from the Covid-19 pandemic

The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has shown the need to ensure a certain degree of flexibility in the planning and implementation of ATT-assistance activities. Many implementers quickly adjusted to these new circumstances by shifting their activities into a virtual format or rescheduling them to a later date. Donors have, to different degrees, accommodated these and other requests by either allowing for limited adjustments in a project’s budget or extending the project’s duration to address the delays generated by Covid-related disruptions. In addition, on the sidelines of CSP7 the ATT Secretariat provided some indication of the elements to consider when planning a project during the pandemic that will be taken into account by the VTF selection committee. However, there remains uncertainty over when travel and in-person meetings will resume and under what conditions. This may require further reflection on how to continue to ensure proper assistance in the short and medium terms and how to embed further flexibility in the functioning of assistance mechanisms in the future.

Given the wide range of experience developed in this regard since early 2020 by donors, implementers and beneficiary countries, states parties should find a way to initiate relevant discussions on assistance in support of the ATT. This exercise should involve relevant stakeholders and systematically seek the inputs of all these actors. Their experiences could prove helpful to identify possible areas of focus for future assistance programmes and to orientate relevant funding decisions (e.g. the need to invest in technical facilities or virtual platforms). This exercise could try investigating the major setbacks of moving relevant activities into the virtual space (e.g. lack of active participation and the difficulty of informal discussions) but also its positive aspects (e.g. cuts in costs and greater participation).

7. Conclusions

Adopted in 2013 and entering into force in December 2014, the Arms Trade Treaty remains the only legally binding international agreement that aims to establish the highest possible common international standards for regulating the international trade in conventional arms, eradicating their illicit trade and preventing their diversion. The purposes of the ATT are, however, broader than those of a trade treaty and include such wider goals as ‘contributing to international and regional peace, security and stability’, ‘reducing human suffering’ and ‘promoting cooperation, transparency and responsible action’ to build ‘confidence among states parties’.

Seven years have now passed since the entry into force of the ATT. These years have started to test the strength of the treaty, in particular its capacity to measure up to the expectations of its various stakeholders and the ability of the states parties to effectively transition from a negotiation to an implementation framework. It may be too early to provide a definitive appraisal of the ATT. The very nature of the treaty requires states parties to change their national systems to be able to better deal with problems related to the unregulated trade in arms. Achieving, understanding and gauging progress in this regard and in such a short timeframe might be more complex, depending on the metrics that are used to gauge this success, and would surely require more time.

This policy paper—and the broader project—aims to stimulate a discussion among different stakeholders about the content, functioning and implementation of the ATT, to generate new ideas, and to offer some policy options that could strengthen the treaty and its implementation. This stocktaking exercise focuses on five main aspects of the treaty: its scope, the application of its risk-assessment criteria, its processes and forums, promoting its universalization, and supporting its implementation.

Some progress and positive achievements have been made in each of these aspects of the treaty. At the same time, problematic aspects and potential shortcomings—some of them already present at the time of the negotiations of the treaty—remain and have put the regime at an important crossroads. Having analysed these, the above chapters present possible policy options and measures for implementation that, if adopted, could help improve implementation of the treaty. They are founded on numerous interactions with major ATT stakeholders in the form of a survey, interviews and informal exchanges. These measures are summarized in tables 2.1–6.1.

In relation to the scope of the ATT, chapter 2 proposes three sets of options. A first proposal calls for the establishment of a platform to regularly exchange views on the scope of the treaty. Such a platform can provide an indication of the willingness of states parties to engage with issues related to scope and can be used to clarify current language and provisions of the treaty on transfers, ammunition and munitions, and parts and components, as well as issues that might arise in the future. The second set of options is aimed at increasing the harmonization of states’ national control lists and includes proposals that build on existing efforts in this direction to provide further guidance and assistance to states parties. A third set of policy options highlights possible steps to establish a mechanism to review and update the scope of the treaty in future years. Such measures might be more difficult to achieve but could have a lasting impact on the treaty. They include the alignment of the scope of the treaty with
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existing instruments or the creation of processes and mechanisms within the treaty itself to regularly update and review its scope.

In addressing matters related to the effective implementation of the ATT risk-assessment criteria, different views have emerged on what substantive discussions on this topic should focus on. On the one hand, the NGO community has advocated for the most difficult questions related to prohibition and risk-assessment being raised and discussed at Conferences of States Parties or in the context of relevant working groups. These include discussions on the legitimacy of arms transfers to specific destination in the light of the treaty's obligations or on arms transfer decision more generally. On the other hand, states parties have avoided engaging with these topics and have preferred to focus on the regulatory and more formal aspects of treaty implementation. States and NGOs have both made steps to promote a better application of the risk-assessment criteria. However, challenges and gaps remain. Chapter 3 suggests two main sets of policy options that could address some of these shortcomings. The first aims to increase transparency and information sharing. The second is to improve the quality of the existing discussion on the topic. Acting on these measures would be of paramount importance in maintaining the relevance and value of the ATT as an instrument to regulate arms transfers for the purpose, among other things, of ‘reducing human suffering’.

The main challenges and concerns in relation to the processes and forums of the ATT are the need to ensure that all states parties and other stakeholders are able to attend CSPs, that the broader ATT process has sufficient financial resources, and that the focus of CSPs is able to shift from procedural questions to issues of implementation. Chapter 4 provides some concrete policy options that can be implemented with limited changes to the current processes and forums. These include measures aimed at improving the efficiency of current meetings, ensuring more inclusive participation and conducting some ATT work using virtual tools.

In relation to promoting the universalization of the treaty, several positive steps have been taken, but some obstacles remain. Various ATT stakeholders—including the Working Group on Treaty Universalization, states parties and NGOs—have already undertaken many efforts to increase the number of ATT states parties. These included the provision of capacity-building assistance to signatory and other non-party states committed to joining the treaty, or outreach activities to raise awareness and sensitize different national actors in countries where the political will to join the treaty is still lacking. Chapter 5 suggests a series of measures that can build on these existing efforts, aimed at four main goals: supporting capacity-building in signatories and other non-party states, improving the work of the WGTU, implementing good outreach practices, and adopting a targeted universalization strategy.

As universalization of the treaty progresses, supporting states’ implementation of the ATT in an effective way builds confidence among the states parties and helps them in their efforts to establish or strengthen national control systems able to prevent and eradicate the illicit trade in conventional arms and their diversion. Numerous initiatives and positive steps have been taken in this respect; chapter 6 highlights three sets of policy options that can further improve states’ implementation of the ATT. These measures are aimed at ensuring an even better coordination of efforts through the implementation of new and existing tools; stimulating an exchange of relevant information among stakeholders; and embedding lessons learned from the Covid-19 pandemic in future assistance programmes.

The options presented in this policy paper are the result of a stocktaking exercise among different ATT stakeholders about the content, functioning and implementation of the treaty. Some of the measures proposed might be easier to achieve; others could
be more difficult to agree on, and the policy paper indicates possible sensitivities and difficulties in implementation. Taken together, these measures represent a menu of options for ATT stakeholders—a list of concrete and feasible ideas and solutions for states, NGOs and other ATT stakeholders to draw on as the ATT community discusses how the treaty can be improved and successfully implemented. In this respect, this stocktaking exercise is a first, important step to reflect on the achievements of the treaty and propose ideas that can be adopted, discussed and refined for further implementation (or discarded). It is now falls to the whole ATT community to drawn from this menu of options and adopt measures that can reinforce and strengthen the ATT in the years to come.
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